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We develop an operator formalism for investigatingthe propertiesof non-abeliancosmic
strings(andvortices)in quantumfield theory.Operatorsareconstructedthat introduceclassical
string sourcesandthat createdynamicalstring loops.The operatorconstructionin latticegauge
theoryis explicitly described,andcorrelationfunctionsarecomputedin the strong-couplingand
weak-couplinglimits. Thesecorrelationfunctionsare usedto study the long-rangeinteractions
of non-abelianstrings,taking accountof charge-screeningeffectsdueto virtual particles.Among
the phenomenainvestigatedare the Aharonov—Bohm interactionsof strings with charged
particles, holonomy interactions betweenstring loops, string entanglement,the transfer of
“Cheshirecharge”to a string loop, and domain-walldecayvia spontaneousstring nucleation.
We alsoanalyze the Aharonov—Bohminteractionsof magnetic monopoleswith electric flux
tubesin a confininggaugetheory.We proposethat theAharonov—Bohmeffect can be invoked
to distinguishamongvariousphasesof a non-abeliangaugetheory coupledto matter.

1. Introduction

In many cases,a gaugetheorythat undergoesthe Higgsmechanismwill contain

topologically stable defects.Among the defectsthat can occur are line defects
(“cosmic strings”) in 3 + 1 dimensions,andpointlike vorticesin 2 + 1 dimensions
[1].
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If the symmetry breakingpattern and the matter content of the theory are
suitable, the strings or vortices may have long-range interactionswith various
particles. These interactionsare a consequenceof the Aharonov—Bohmphe-

nomenon— the wave function of a particle acquiresa non-trivial phasewhenthe
particleis covariantlytransportedaroundthe string [2,31.

This simple observation has interesting implications [4—61.Because the
Aharonov—Bohminteractionhasinfinite range,andno local operatorcan destroy
an object that hasan infinite-rangeinteractionwith anotherobject,gaugetheories
with suchinteractionsalwaysrespectnon-trivial superselectionrules.The structure

of the superselectionsectorscan be invoked to distinguishamongthe various
possiblephasesof a gaugetheory. Furthermore,the existenceof infinite range
interactionsthat are fundamentallyquantummechanicalexposesthe limitationsof

the “no-hair” theoremsof black-holephysics.Though a black hole may haveno
classical hair, it can carry quantumnumbersthat aredetectableby meansof the
interactionbetweenthe black hole and a cosmicstring[4,7—91.

The “Aharonov—Bohmphase” acquiredby an object that circumnavigatesa

string is, in general,a gaugetransformationcontainedin the unbroken gauge
group.When the manifestgaugesymmetryis non-abelian,this gaugetransforma-
tion might not lie in the centerof the group.In that case,we say that the stringis
“non-abelian”[10]. The physicalpropertiesof a non-abelianstring arequalitatively
differentfrom the propertiesof an abelianstring[5,6,11—13].In particular,a ioop

of non-abelianstring (or a pair of non-abelianvortices, in 2 + 1 dimensions)can
carry a non-trivial gaugecharge,so that the loop hasan Aharonov—Bohminterac-
tion with other strings. Moreover, non-abelianAharonov—Bohminteractionsin-
volve transferof chargebetweenstring ioops andchargedparticles.Remarkably,
the chargecarriedby a loop (which hasa topological origin) can not be localized
anywhereon the string loop or in its vicinity. Following ref. [131we will refer to
such unlocalizedchargeas “Cheshirecharge”.

If we are to appealto the Aharonov—Bohmeffectto probe the phasestructure

of a gaugetheory,or to investigatethequantumphysicsof black holes,wemustbe
able to discussinterferencephenomenain a languagethat does not rely on
weak-couplingperturbative methods; we need a framework that (at least in
principle)takesfull accountof the effectsof virtual pairsandof the fluctuationsof

quantumfields. Sucha frameworkwaserected,for abelianstrings(or vortices),in
ref. [5].There, operatorswere constructedthat createa loop of string, or that
introduce(as a classicalsource)the closedworld-sheetof a string. The correlation
functions of theseoperatorscan be studiedto investigate the propertiesof the
strings, andtheir Aharonov—Bohminteractionsin particular.

Our main objectivein this paperis to generalizethework of ref. [51to the case
of non-abelianstrings. Becauseof the subtleand elusive physics of non-abelian
strings, this generalizationis not entirelystraightforward[14]. Ourprimary motiva-
tion comes from two considerations.First, we seek assurancethat the exotic
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physics of the non-abelian Aharonov—Bohm effect, previously inferred in the
weak-couplinglimit, actuallysurvivesin a fully quantumfield-theoretictreatment.
Second,we hope to construct(non-local) order parametersthat can be used to
classify the phasesof a gaugetheory.

Let us formulate the order-parameterproblemmoreexplicitly, andin so doing,
review some of the principal resultsof ref. [5].

A gaugetheorycanhavean interestingphasediagram.Dependingon its Hlggs
structureand on the parametersof the Higgspotential, the theory may be in a

Coulomb(massless)phase,a Higgsphase,or a confinementphase.A Higgsphase
is, roughly speaking,characterizedby the existenceof stablemagneticflux tubes,
anda confinementphaseby theexistenceof stableelectric flux tubes.

Non-local gauge-invariantorder parameterscan be devised that distinguish
amongthe variousphases.The expectationvalueof the Wilson loop operator[15]
exhibitsarea-lawbehaviorif therearestableelectric flux tubes,andperimeter-law
behavior otherwise. The expectationvalue of the ‘t Hooft loop operator [16]
exhibitsarea-lawbehaviorif therearestablemagneticflux tubes,andperimeter-law
behaviorotherwise.

Theseorder parametersare not sufficient, however, to distinguishamong all

possiblephasesof a generalgaugetheory. Consider,for example,the caseof an
SU(N) gaugetheorywith matterin the fundamentalrepresentation.In this theory,
the Wilson loop alwaysobeysthe perimeterlaw, becausean electric flux tube can
breakvia nucleationof a pair. An ‘t Hooft loop operatorcanalso be defined,but
alwaysobeys the arealaw ~. Yet the theorycanhavea non-trivial phasediagram.
Using adjoint Higgs fields, it is possibleto break the gaugegroup down to its
center1N~ This phase,which admits free 7~Ncharges,is distinguishablefrom the
confinementphase.

In ref. [5] anorder parameterwasdescribedthat candistinguishthe free-charge
phasefrom the confinementphasein anSU(N) gaugetheory ~. The ideais that

the free-chargephasesupportsstable magneticflux tubes(cosmic strings), and
thesestringshavean infinite-rangeAharonov—Bohminteractionwith 7~Ncharges.
No such interactioncanexist if 7~Nchargesare confined,or if 1N is spontaneously
broken by a Higgs field that transforms as the fundamentalrepresentation.
(Indeed, the confinementphase and the “Higgs” phase with 1N completely
brokenare not distinguishable[19]; this is aninstanceof “complementarity”.)

To constructthe order parameter,we must first devisean operatorF(.~)that
introducesa cosmic string world-sheeton the closedtwo-dimensionalsurface.1.

* Thisis actually anoversimplificationof the statusof the ‘t Hooft loop, aswe will discussin sect. 5, 7

and 9.
** This order parameterwas actuallydiscussedearlierby FredenhagenandMarcuin ref. [17]. Seealso

ref. [181.
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(As we will discusslater, thisoperatoris closely relatedto the ‘t Hooft loop-oper-
ator.) Thenwe considerthe quantity

A ~ - F(~)W(C)
- KF(~))KW(C))’ (1.1)

where W(C) is the (fundamentalrepresentation)Wilson loop. In the free-charge

phase,we have

C)) =exP(_ñ_k(~,C)). (1.2)

Here the limit is taken with .~ and C increasingto infinite size, and with the
closestapproachof .~ to C also approachinginfinity; k(Z, C) denotesthe linking
numberof the surface.~ andthe loop C. On the otherhand,if thereareno free

ZN charges,we have

limKA(.~,C)) = 1. (1.3)

The non-analytic behavior of ACE, C) guaranteesthat a well-defined phase
boundaryseparatesthe two phases.We will refer to A(~,C) as the “ABOP”, or
“Aharonov—BohmOrderParameter”.

Oneof our objectivesin this paperis to generalizethe aboveconstruction,and
to further exploreits consequences.In general,it is not sufficientto determinethe
realizationof the centerof the gaugegroup, in order to distinguishall possible
phasesof a gaugetheory. For example,SU(N) might breakto a discretesubgroup
H that is not contained in the center. Different unbroken groups (including

non-abelianones)can be distinguishedaccordingto the varietiesof cosmicstings
that exist, andthe natureof the Aharonov—Bohminteractionsof thesestringswith
free charges.To probethe phasestructuremorethoroughly,we needto construct
a more general F(.Z) operator. And we will need to consider carefully the
interpretationof the behaviorof the correspondingA(.E, C) operator.The inter-
pretation involves subtleties associatedwith the non-abelian Aharonov—Bohm

effect.
In the exampledescribedabove, there are other order parametersthat can

serve to distinguishthe free-chargephasefrom the confinementphase[17,18,20].
But we believe that the properties of strings and of their Aharonov—Bohm
interactions provide a more powerful method for classifying phasesin more
generalcases.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews the
formalism for describingconfigurationsof many non-abelianvortices or strings.
We emphasizethe need to select an (arbitrary) basepointfor the purpose of

defining the “magnetic flux” of a vortex, discuss the holonomy interactions
betweenvortices, explain the origin of Cheshirecharge,andnote that non-abelian
stringsgenericallybecomeentangledwhen they crosseachother.
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In sect. 3, we discussthe propertiesof domainwalls that areboundedby loops
of non-abelian string, and observe that physically distinct strings can bound
physically identical walls. Hence when a wall “decays” by nucleatinga loop of
string, severalcompeting“decaychannels”maybe available.

Sect.4 concernsAharonov—Bohminteractionsin abeliangauge-Higgssystems.
We explore the screeningof such interactionsdue to Higgs condensation.The
observationsin sect. 3 concerningdomain wall decay are invoked, in order to
interpretthe results.

In sect. 5, we begin our analysisof the effectsof quantumfluctuationson the
non-abelianAharonov—Bohmeffect. We find that non-perturbativefluctuations
causeambiguities in the Aharonov—Bohm“phase” beyond those that occur in
leadingsemiclassicaltheory. We constructoperatorsthat createconfigurationsof
many non-abelian strings. Two types of operators are considered.One type
introducesclassical string sourceson closedworld-sheets.The other type creates
(or destroys)dynamicalstring loops.

A subtle aspectof the constructionis that, for both types, the many string
configurationsarecoherent.This meansthe following: The “magneticflux” carried
by a string canbe characterizedby an elementa of the unbrokengaugegroupH.
If an object that transformsasthe representation(i) of H is transportedaboutthis
string, the Aharonov—Bohmphasethat it acquires,averagedover a basisfor the
representation,is

1
(1.4)

wheren~is thedimensionof (u) andX~ is its character[6,21].Now if an a string
and a b string are combined incoherently,the averagedphaseacquired by an
object that traversesthe two stringsin successionis

1 1
(1.5)

V V

that is, it is the product of the Aharonov—Bohmfactors associatedwith the two
individual strings. But if the two strings are patchedtogethercoherently, the
averagedphasebecomes

1
(1.6)

This property,that the Aharonov—Bohmfactor associatedwith a pair of coherently
combinedstrings is not just theproductof theAharonov—Bohmfactorsof the two
individual strings,is a distinguishingfeatureof the non-abelianAharonov—Bohm
effect, andone of the goalsof our work hasbeento betterunderstandhow this
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coherenceis maintainedwhen quantumfluctuationsof fields are fully takeninto
account.

Correlationfunctionsof the operatorsconstructedin sect.5 areusedin sect. 6
to investigateAharonov—Bohminteractionsin a puregaugetheory, at bothstrong
andweakcoupling. In sect.7, we usetheseoperatorsto studythe quantum-mecha-
nical mixing betweendifferent string statesfirst discussedin ref. [21].

Holonomy interactionsbetweenpairs of vortices, or pairs of string loops, are
consideredin sect. 8. Correlation functions are usedto demonstrateholonomy
scatteringand string entanglement.We also analyze a correlation function that
realizesthe transferof chargefrom a chargedsourceto a ioop of string, andthe
subsequentdetection of the (Cheshire) charge on the loop by meansof its
Aharonov—Bohminteractionwith yet anotherloop of string.

In sect.9, we considernon-abeliangauge-Higgssystems;we analyzethe conse-
quencesof the Higgsmechanismfor the stability of strings, andfor the screening
of Aharonov—Bohminteractions.We discusshow non-localorder-parameterscan
be usedto explorethe phasestructureof such a system.

Sect.10 concernsthe propertiesof dynamicalmagneticmonopoles,in a confin-
ing gauge theory. We construct generalizationsof the Wilson and ‘t Hooft
operatorsfor a theory with dynamical monopoles,and use theseoperatorsto
demonstratethe Aharonov—Bohminteractionbetweenmonopolesandelectric flux
tubes[22,23].

Appendix A providessome additional details concerningsome of the lattice
calculationsthat arementionedin the text of the paper.

2. Non-abelianvorticesand strings

We will briefly review the formalism [24] for describingconfigurationsof many
vortices(in two spatial dimensions)or many strings(in threespatial dimensions).

Our purposeis to remind the readerof two peculiar featuresof non-abelian
strings.First, thereis an ambiguitywhentwo or moreloops of string are patched
togetherto constructa multi-string configuration. Second,a loop of string can
carry charges, and can exchangechargewith other objects by means of the
non-abelianAharonov—Bohmeffect. An understandingof thesefeaturesis needed
in order to interpret the behavior of the correlation functions that we will
construct.

2.1. MANY-VORTEX CONFIGURATION

We will considervorticesfirst, and discussstringslater. A singleisolatedvortex
canbe associatedwith an elementof the unbrokengaugegroup H, accordingto

a(C,x0)=Pexp if A~dx . (2.1)
C, x0
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HereC is a closedorientedpath,far from thevortexcore,that enclosesthevortex
and beginsand endsat the point x0. This group element a(C, x0) is invariant
underdeformationsof the path C that keepx0 fixed and that avoid the vortex
core.An object that transformsas the irreduciblerepresentation(v) of H acquires

the “Aharonov—Bohm” phaseD~(a(C,x0)) whencovariantlytransportedaround
the vortex. We require a E H, becausethe Higgs fields that drive the symmetry
breakdownmust return to their original valueswhenso transported.The vortices
can be topologicallyclassifiedwith the topological chargetaking valuesin ~r0(H);
that is, a vortex with “flux” a E H can be smoothly deformedto anothervortex
with flux b E H if andonly if a and b lie in the sameconnectedcomponentof H ~.

If H is a discretegroup (aswe will usuallyassumein this paper)the topological

chargeis specifiedby anelementof H.
Similarly, we may associaten elementsof H with a configurationof n vortices.

To do so, we must choosen standardpaths,all beginningandendingat the same
point x0, thatcircumnavigatethe variousvortices[24].

This description of the n-vortex configuration evidently suffers from some
ambiguities.First, it is not gaugeinvariant. Under a gaugetransformationthat
takesthevalue h E H at thepoint x0 (andso preservesthe Higgsorder parameter
at that point), the elementsa1, a2, . . ., a~transformaccordingto

a~—~ha~h’. (2.2)

Thus,the configurationsof a singlevortex are labeledby the conjugacyclassesof
H. But the gaugefreedomfor many vorticesinvolvesjust oneoverall conjugation.
This meansthat specifyingthe positionsandclassesof all vorticesis not sufficient
to characterizethe multi-vortex configuration. Single vortices can be patched
togetherin variouswaysto constructdifferent multi-vortex states.

Anotherambiguityconcernsthe choiceof thepathsC1 that enclosethevortices.
The paths that begin and end at x0 and avoid the coresof n vortices fall into
homotopyclasses;theseclassesare the elementsof n-1(M~,x0), the fundamental
groupof M~,the planewith n punctures.(This group is F,,, the free groupwith n
generators.)By assigningelementsof H to eachof the generatorsof ir1(M,,, x0),
we havedefineda homomorphismfrom ~r1(M,,, x0) into H. This homomorphism
(modulooneoverall conjugation)characterizesthe configurationof n vortices.

But this homomorphismis still ambiguous,becausethe n generatorscan be

choseninvariousways. Considerin particularthecaseof two vortices,asshownin
fig. 1. Standardpaths~ and a2 havebeenchosenin fig. la that wind counter-
clockwise aroundthe two vortices. A topologically distinct choice for the path
aroundvortex 1 is shown in fig. ic, anda distinctchoicefor thepatharoundvortex

* Here, we have implicitly defined H as the unbroken subgroupof a simply connectedunderlying

(spontaneouslybroken)gauge group. The global topology of the underlying group is irrelevant,
however,for thepurposeof classifyingthe Aharonov—Bohminteractionsof thevortices.
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a~I~/2
(a) (b)

~~aa -1 ~~‘~a~a
1a2y1

x0 l~11a2 xo

(C) (d)

Fig. 1. (a)Standardpathsa1and a2,basedat x0, thatenclosevortex 1 andvortex 2. (b) Vortex 1 winds
aroundVortex 2. (c) Path that, during the winding of vortex 1 aroundVortex 2, getsdraggedto a1.

(d) Paththatgetsdraggedto a2duringthewinding.

2 is shownin fig. id. Supposenow thatvortex 1 windsaroundvortex 2 (in the sense
definedby the path a2), andreturnsto its original position,as in fig. lb. We may
deformour pathsduring the winding so that no vortex ever crossesany path; then

eachpath is mappedto the samegroup elementafter the winding as before the
windingis the sameasthe groupelementassociatedwith a1 afterthewinding. But
afterthe winding, the final deformedpath is not homotopicallyequivalentto the
initial path. Therefore,the homomorphismthat maps~-1(M2,x0) to the grouphas
changed.

Suppose,for example,that initially a1 is mappedto a1 and a2 is mappedto a2.
We wish to determinethe final values,after the winding, of the group elements
associatedwith the paths a1 and a2. For this purpose,it is convenientto notice
that, during the winding, the pathshownin fig. ic is “dragged” to a1.Therefore,
the group elementassociatedwith this pathbeforethe winding is the sameas the
group elementassociatedwith a1 after the winding. We seethat thispathcan be

expressedas (a1a2)a1(a1a2Y
1,where a

1a2denotesthe path that is obtainedby
traversinga2 first and a1 second.The initial homomophismmapsthis path to a
path-orderedexponentialwith the value

a~= (a1a2)a1(a1a2)~. (2.3)

Similarly we note that the pathshownin fig. id is draggedduring the windingto
a2. This path is (a1a2)a2(a1a2Y

1,andis mappedby the initial homomorphismto

(2.4)

We concludethat the final homomorphismafter the winding mapsa
1 to a and

mapsa2 to a~.Winding vortex 1 aroundvortex 2 haschangedthe two-vortexstate
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(if a1 anda2 do not commute)— bothgroupelementshavebecomeconjugatedby
a1a2.

This change in the two-vortexstate is not a meremathematicalcuriosity. The
physicalinterpretationis that thereis a long-rangeinteractionbetweennon-com-
muting vortices[24,25].We refer to this as the “holonomy interaction.”It is a type
of Aharonov—Bohminteraction,butwe prefernot to usethat namein this context.
When thenumberof vorticesis threeor more,theseholonomyinteractionscanbe
quite complicated.

Finally, anothersourceof ambiguityconcernsthe choice of the basepointx0.
Winding the basepointaroundsomeof thevortices(or someof the vorticesaround
the basepoint)also changesour descriptionof the multi-vortexconfiguration.This
featureis not of muchphysicalinterest.Whenit is convenient,wewill considerthe
basepointto be far from all vortices, so that winding of vortices around the
basepointneednot be considered.

The gauge-invariantcontent of the classical n-vortex configuration can be
encodedin the Wilson loop operators

W~(C)= ~X~(P exP(i~A.dx)) (2.5)

whereX~denotesthe characterand nV the dimensionof irreduciblerepresenta-
tion (u). If C is a closedpath arounda singlevortex, then W~(C),for all (‘.‘),

providessufficient information to identify the class to which the vortex belongs.
Likewise, W~(C),for all (v) and all C in v-1(M,,) suffices to determinethe
n-vortex configuration, up to overall configuration.It is not sufficient though, to
know W°~~(C1)for all the generatorsC, of 77-1(M~);this determinesonly the class
of eachvortex, but not how the vorticesare patchedtogether.It is thereforemore
convenientand efficient to fix the gaugeat the basepoint and assign group
elementsto standardpathsaroundthe vorticesthan to give a fully gauge-invariant
descriptionin terms of Wilson loops.

When the unbrokengaugegroup H is discrete,one sometimessays that the
theoryrespectsa “local discretesymmetry” [4—6,26—291*• This terminologyis used
becausea field that is covariantlyconstantoutsidethe vortex core is typically not
singlevalued— on a closedpath that enclosesa vortex, a covariantlyconstantfield

is periodiconly up to the actionof an elementof H. (And, conversely,a field that
is periodiccannotbe covariantlyconstant.)But the phrase“local discretesymme-
try” shouldnotbemisunderstood.Often, whenwe saythat a symmetryis local,we
meanthat all physical statesare requiredto be invariantunderthesymmetry.That

* The first formulationof local discretesymmetriesin the continuumwasgivenby Kiskis [26] although

not in the contextof spontaneouslybrokengaugetheories.
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is not what is meant here. Isolated H-chargescan exist, and can, in fact, be
detectedat infinite rangevia their Aharonov—Bohminteractionswith vortices.

2.2. CHESHIRE CHARGE

Aside from their topological charges,vorticescan also carry ordinaryH quan-
tum numbers[5,12,13].Theseare easiestto discussif we considera vortex—anti-
vortex pair, with trivial total topological charge.In this configuration,the vortex is
describedby a groupelementa, andthe antivortexby a1. But underH-transfor-
mations, a mixes with other representativesof the conjugacyclass to which it

belongs.
The actionof H on the membersof a class a definesa (reducible)representa-

tion which we denoteas ~ In D~,eachelementof H is representedby a

permutationof the class,accordingto

D(”~(h): a)—~Ihah’), aEa. (2.6)

This representationcanbe decomposedinto irreduciblerepresentationsof H. The

physical interpretationis that the vortex pair cancarry H-charge.This chargeis a
propertyof the vortex—antivortexcompositesystemand is not localizedon either
vortex or antivortex. It can be detectedby meansof the Aharonov—Bohminterac-
tion of thecompositewith anothervortex.

For eachclass a in H thereis a unique statethat can be constructedthat is
uncharged(transforms trivially underH); it is the superpositionof group eigen-
states

~~Ia) (2.7)
a~a

(wheren,, denotesthe order of the class). Let usconsiderwhat happensto this
statewhen an object that transformsas the irreducible representation(v) of H
passesbetweenthe two vortices.

The composite systemconsistingof the vortex pair and the chargedprojectile
hasa well-definedH-charge;the compositetransformsaccordingto a representa-
tion of H that could be inferred by studying the Aharonov—Bohminteractionof
the compositewith othervortices. (It is to ensurethis thatwe considera pair of
vorticeswith trivial total topologicalcharge.)Interactionsbetweenthe vortex pair
and the projectile cannotchangethis total H-charge.From this observation,we
can infer how the chargeof the vortex pair changeswhena chargedobjectwinds
aroundoneof the vortices [301.

It is convenient to imagine that the vortex pair actually interactswith a
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a1 ®

(v)* (v)

Fig. 2. A particle transformingasthe representationU’) of H interactswith a vortexpair. Theparticle
andits antiparticleareinitially preparedin anuncharged(gauge-singlet)state.After theparticlewinds

aroundthevortex, theparticle—antiparticlepair hasacquireda non-trivial charge.

particle—antiparticlepair, combinedin the trivial representationof H, so that the
total H-charge of particles plus vortices is trivial. Then, if one particle winds
aroundonevortexas in fig. 2, the chargetransferredto the vortex pair is opposite
to the chargetransferredto the particlepair; the vorticesare in a statetransform-
ing as the representation(~.t)*, if the particle pair transformsas (p).

The charge-zerostateof the particle—antiparticlepair hasthe group-theoretic
structure

-=~~e~*®e~), (2.8)

(summedover i) where {e~}denotesa basis for the vector spaceon which the
representation0.’) acts, and n~is the dimensionof that representation.After the
particlewindsarounda vortex with flux a E H, this statebecomes

—
1~~e~*®e5~)Dfla). (2.9)

We may regardthis stateas a vector in the spaceon which the representation
D(V)* ® D~”~acts,expandedin termsof the naturalbasis I e~’~® er>. This vector
can also beexpandedin termsof the basisthat block-diagonalizesthe representa-
tion, as

= ~ (2.10)

Here,v~’~’~’is a unit vectorin the irreduciblesubspaceactedon by the representa-
tion (p), y; the index y occursbecausea given irreducible representationmay
occur in D~*® D~”~morethanonce.

We may interpret

pp.= ~ (2.11)
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as the probability that the final state of the particle pair transformsas D°~~
correspondingly,it is the probabilitythat, after interactingwith the projectile, the
vortex pair transforms as D~* (The I c l’s do not dependon how the class

representativea is chosen.)Of course,p~canbe non-vanishingonly if D~* is
oneof the irreducible constituentsof D~.

Thus we seethat chargeis transferredto the vortex pair, via the non-abelian
Aharonov—Bohmeffect,whena chargedparticlewinds aroundthevortex [5,12,131;
an initially unchargedvortex pair becomesa non-trivial superpositionof charge
eigenstates.This is “Cheshire charge.” The chargeis a global propertyof the
vortex pair, andis not localizedon the vortices.

2.3. STRINGS

The abovedescriptionof vorticesis easily translatedinto appropriatelanguage
to describeloops of string. A multi-string configurationcan be characterizedby

assigningelementsof H to eachof a set of standardpaths(beginningandendingat
a basepointx0) that link the stringloops. Again, the pathsthat begin andend at
x0 andavoid thecoresof all stringsfall into homotopyclasses;theseclassesare the
elementsof il-1(M, x0), whereM now denotes~ with all string loopsremoved.

Thus,whenmany stringsarepresent,thereis anambiguity in the choiceof the

“standardpath” that links a given string, and a correspondingambiguity in the
assignmentof groupelementsto strings.The physicsassociatedwith this ambiguity
is that thereis a long-rangeholonomyinteractionbetweenstringloops.

In fig. 3a, standardpaths a and /3 havebeenintroducedthat wind aroundtwo

string loops. Supposethat, initially the homomorphismmaps a to the group
elementa, andmaps /3 to the group elementb. Now supposethat the b string
loopswinds throughthe a loop, in the sensedefinedby a.During thewinding, the
path shown in fig. 3b is draggedto /3. Thus, the flux associatedwith this path
beforethewinding is the sameas the flux associatedwith /3 after thewinding. This
path canbe expressedas af3a

1, and so is mappedby the initial homomorphism

a /3 a1

R~Pc~c
(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a)Standardpathsa and /3, basedat ~,associatedwith the a-stringand the b-string.(b) Path
that is draggedto the path f3 as the loop of b-string winds through the loop of a-string (in the sense

definedby a).
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to the groupelementaba1. We concludethat the final homomorphismafter the
winding maps /3 to

b’=aba1, (2.12)

andmapsa to a’ = a. Whena loop of b stringwinds througha loop of a string, its
flux becomesconjugated— it becomesan aba’ string.

For future reference,we remark that fig. 3 has an alternativeinterpretation.
The pathshownin fig. 3b will also bedraggedto /3 if the a stringwindsaroundthe

basepointx
0, without the b ioop passingthroughthe a loop at all. Of course,the

basepointx0 is completelyarbitrary,and selectedby convention,so this process
hasno actualphysical effect on the b ioop. Yet, the effect of parallel transport
aroundthe path /3 will be different thanbefore, after the a loop haslassoedthe
basepoint.We will returnto thispoint in sect. 5.

Furthermore,a string ioop, like a pair of vortices, cancarry an H-charge,and
canexchangechargewith otherchargedobjectsby meansof the Aharonov—Bohm
effect.

2.4. BRANCHING AND ENTANGLEMENT

Anotherpropertyof stringswill be relevantto our subsequentanalysis;namely,
that stringscan branch. This featureis illustrated in fig. 4. There a stringlabeled
by c = ba splits into two strings with labels a and b. If the gaugegroup in
non-abelian,then the preciserules for composingthe group elementsat a branch

point dependon our conventions— these(arbitrary) conventionsassociateeach
string with a path around the string that begins and ends at the basepoint,as
shown in fig. 4.

Relatedto the branchingphenomenonis anothergenericfeatureof nonabelian
cosmicstrings - stringsthat are labeledby noncommutinggroupelementsbecome
entangledwhen they cross [311. Fig. 5 illustrates that when an a-string and a
b-string cross,they becomeconnectedby a segmentof c-string. The mathematics
underlying this entanglementis very similar to that underlying the holonomy
interactionbetweentwo non-abelianvortices, in two spatial dimensions.

c = ba

b a

Fig. 4. Thebranchingof a c= ba stringinto an a string anda b string. Thestandardpaths,basedat x0,
associatedwith eachstring areindicated.
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(a) (b)

a,r1~
1~ ,Im

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. (a)Thestandardpathsa, /3 andy associatedwith entangledstrings.Thesepathsaremappedby
thestring homomorphismto groupelementsa, b and c.(b) Thepaths/3 and/3’ areboth mappedto b,
if the bridge connecting the strings can be removed by crossing the strings. (c) Standardpaths
associatedwith the “upperhalves”of entangledstrings.(d) Thepaths/3 and /3” areboth mappedto b,

if thebridgecanberemovedby crossingthe strings“the otherway”.

Let us calculate the flux c carriedby the string segmentthat connectsthe

a-string andthe b-string,afterthe crossing.First, we establishour conventionsby
choosingstandardpaths a, /3 and y that encircle the string, as in fig. 5a. The
group elementc associatedwith y can be determinedif we demandthat the
bridgeconnectingthe stringscanbe removedby re-crossingthe strings.However,
even once we have fixed all our conventions,the elementc is not uniquely
determined-thereare two possiblechoices.This ambiguity arisesbecausea cross-

ing event involving two orientedstringshas a handedness.A useful way to think
about the handednessof the crossingis to imagine that the a and b stringsare
actually largeclosedloops. When the string loopscross, they becomelinked. But
the linking numbercanbe either + 1 or — 1. (That is, we may considera surface
boundedby one of the loops. This surfaceinherits an orientationfrom the loop,
defined (say)by the right-handrule. If the other loop piercesthe surfacein the
samesenseas the outward-pointingnormal,the linking numberis +1; otherwise,
— 1.) The two possible linking numberscorrespondto the two possible types of
crossingevents.

For oneof the two typesof crossings(the casein which the loopshave linking
number — 1), the paths f3 and /3’ in fig. 5b mustbe mappedto the samegroup
element.In termsof the standardpathsdefinedin fig. 5a,we have /3’ = a~y/3a.
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(Recallour notation — in a compositionof paths,the pathon the right is traced
first.) We thereforefind b = a —

1cba,or

c=aba~b~. (2.13)

The connectionwith the holonomyinteractionbetweenvorticesis clarified by fig.

Sc, where standardpathsay1 and -yf3 are shown that wind aroundthe “upper
halves”of the entangledstrings. Since ac’ = (ab)a(abY’ and cb = (ab)b(abY’,
the “flux” carriedby the upperhalf stringsdiffers from the flux carriedby the
lower half stringsby conjugationby ab (just as winding an a-vortexcounterclock-
wise arounda b-vortexcausesthe flux of bothvorticesto be conjugatedby ab).

For the othertype of crossing(the casein which the loopshavelinking number
+ 1), the paths /3 and /3” in fig. Sd must be mappedto the samegroupelement.

This pathis /3” = a/3ya~,so that b = abca~,or

c=b~a’ba. (2.14)

Now the upperhalf stringscarryflux (abY~a(ab)and (abY~b(ab),which is just
the changein a two-vortex statethat results from winding an a-vortex arounda
b-vortexin the clockwisesense.

3. Non-abelian walls bounded by strings

If a gaugetheoryrespectsa local discretesymmetry0, then, aswe haveseen,
the theoryadmitscosmic stringsthat areclassifiedby theelementsof G.But if the
group G is spontaneouslybroken to a subgroupH, then some of thesestrings
become boundariesof domain walls [321. Here we will considersome of the
propertiesof domain walls boundedby strings. It is necessaryto understandthese
properties,in order to interpretthe behaviorof our correlationfunctions, andto
usethem to probe the phasestructureof a model.

In this section,as before,we assumethat a standardchoiceof gaugehasbeen
madeat a standardbasepoint.This choice allows us to assign a definite group
elementto eachcosmicstring, andalsofixes theembeddingof the unbrokengroup

H in G.

3.1. CLASSIFYING WALLS BOUNDED BY STRING

If a discretegaugegroupG is spontaneouslybrokento a subgroupH, then the
cosmic stringsof the theory areclassifiedby elementsof H. The elementsof G
that arenot in H are associatednot with isolat.u strings,but ratherwith strings
that boundsegmentsof domainwall.
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b ~waII

~a-

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a)Standardpathsthat are mappedby the string homomorphismto elementsa, b E G that are
not in theunbrokengroupH. Eachstring is theboundaryof a domainwall. (b) A paththat is mapped

to b~an H. This pathdoesnot crossthewall.

There is not, however,a one-to-onecorrespondencebetweenelementsof G
that are not in H andthe physicallydistinguishabletypesof wall. This is becausea
single type of wall can be bounded by more than one type of string. As is
illustrated in fig. 6, strings labeled by a and b can bound the samewall, if

h = b-
1a is in the unbrokengroupH. The compositeof the two stringsis anobject

that doesnot endon a wall, which meansthat the wall that endson an a string
must also end on a b-string (with conventionschosenas in the figure). Thus, no
locally measurablepropertydistinguishesa wall that endson a a-stringfrom a wall
that endson a b-string, if b — 1a E H. In other words,walls are classifiedby the
cosets{gH} of H in G (with the trivial cosetcorrespondingto the trivial wall, i.e.
no wall at all). Whether the walls are labeledby left or right cosetsis a matterof

convention.
Anotherway to think aboutthis classificationis in termsof the discontinuityof

the order parameteracrossthe domainwall. Supposethat the Higgs field 1 that
drives the breakdownfrom G to H transformsas the representationR of G, so
that D(~?)(h)I= D for h E H. Across the wall labeledby a, the order parameter
jumps from P to D~(a)’Ii. This discontinuity is independentof the choice of
cosetrepresentative.

To avoid confusion,we should remarkthat the classificationthat we havejust
describedis not the usualclassificationof domainwalls in a spontaneouslybroken
gaugetheory. The point is that we are not classifyingthe domain walls that are
absolutely stable, as in the standard analysis of topological defects in gauge
theories.Instead,we areclassifyingthe different walls that canendon strings.

Notice that the criterionfor two stringsto beboundariesof thesamewall is not
the sameas the criterion for two strings to be (locally) indistinguishableobjects.
Strings labeledby a and b havethe samestructureif a and b are related by

a = hbh1 for someh E H. Two elementsof G canbe in the sameH-cosetwithout
beingrelatedin this way. Therefore,thesametype of wall canhavemorethanone
type of boundaryin general.
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3.2. WALL DECAY

The walls describedabove,thoseassociatedwith elementsof G that arenot in

the unbrokengroupH, areunstable.Sucha wall will decayby nucleatinga loop of
stringby quantumtunneling;the loop thenexpands,consumingthe wall [32,11.

As wehaveseen,it is possiblefor onetype of wall to endon morethanonetype
of string. Hence, the wall may be able to decayin more than one way. Further-
more, if a largesegmentof wall boundedby an a string decays,two different decay
modes that are locally indistinguishablemay be globally distinguishable.For
example,it may bethat b and b’ areboth in the sameH-cosetas a, and also that

= hbh—1, for some h E H. Then the wall can decayby nucleatingeither a
b-stringor a b ‘-string, andthe stringslook the samelocally. But b— ‘a and b ‘ ‘a

neednot be the sameelementof H. Thenthe ribbon of wall that is producedby
thenucleationof the loop (see fig. 6), is different in the two cases.

If a largeloop of a-stringis prepared,which boundsa wall, then the wall can

decayin any of the availablechannels.The string with the lowest tension is the
most likely to nucleate,but all strings that canbound the wall nucleateat some
non-vanishingrate. Many holeseventuallyappearin the wall, andthe boundaries
of the holes (the strings) expanddue to the tensionin the wall. Eventually the
holescollide.

When an a-holemeetsa b-hole, junctions form, and an ab 1 string appears
that bridgesthe hole. (Seefig. 7 ~.) It may be that the b-string hashigher tension
than the a-string. Then the junctionswill get pulled aroundthe boundaryof the
hole.They annihilate,liberating a ab’ string from the decayingwall system.

This scenarioshows that, when the wall boundinga very large loop of string
decays,we may regardthe decayprocessasdominatedby thestringson which the
wall can end that have the smallestpossible tension.This insight will help us to
interpret the behaviorof the order parameterA(.~,C). If an operatorcreatesa
world sheet of an a-string, which bounds a wall, then the Aharonov—Bohm
interactionwith a chargewhoseworld line windsaroundthe stringworld-sheetwill
bethe sameas the Aharonov—Bohminteractionof the chargewith the ab-‘ E H
string, if the b-string is the lightestonethat can nucleateon the wall.

For completeness,we note anotherstructurethat canarisein walls boundedby

strings.We haveseenthat a ba stringcanbranchinto an a-stringanda b-string.It
maybe that all threestringsareboundariesof walls. Thena possibleconfiguration
is shown in fig. 8. Here the ba string is a vein in the wall, wherethe type of wall
boundedby the a-stringjoins the type of wall boundedby the b-string.

* Whetherwe identify the flux of the string that stretchesacrossthe hole in fig. 7b as ab~or b~a

dependson our conventions.
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00 __
(a) (b)©©
(C) (d)

Fig. 7. (a)Two holesappearin a domainwall, due to thespontaneousnucleationof loopsof a-string
and b-string. (b) Theholesmeetandcoalesce.A segmentof ab — 1 string appearsthat bridgesthehole.
(c) The b-string has highertension than the a-string,and so pulls the string junctions toward each

other.(d) A loop of ab—1 stringbreaksfree fromthe decayingwall.

4. The abelian order parameter

The “abelian” orderparameterintroducedin ref. [5] canbe usedto probethe
realizationof the centerof the gaugegroup.Herewe will briefly describehow this
order parameteris used to distinguish the various phasesof a 7~N gauge-spin
systemon the lattice.

The model we considerhasgaugevariablesU
1 residingon the links (labeledby

1) of a cubiclattice,andspin variables4, residingon the sites(labeled by i). Both
gaugeand spinvariablestakevaluesin

ZN~{exp(21rik/N),k=0, 1,2,...,N—1}, (4.1)

The (euclidean)actionof the model is

S = Sgauge+ S,,,~,

Fig. 8. A vein in a wall.
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Fig. 9. The closedcurve ~ in 2 + 1 dimensions.The dashedline is ~, comprisedof links of the dual
lattice. Theplaquettesshownare thosein ~ ~ which are dual to the links of .~. The links markedby
arrowsare thosein f~*; they aredual to the plaquettesin a surfacefl that is boundedby ~. (We may

alsointerpretthedashedline asa slice throughtheclosedsurface~, in 3 + 1 dimensions.)

where

Sgauge=—/3~(U~+c.c.), (4.2)
P

and

= — Ntlym ~ ([(~-‘u~)11
m+ c.c.). (4.3)

m=1 I

Here U,,,= ~,~U
1associateswith eachelementaryplaquette(labeledby P) the

(ordered) product of the four U1 associatedwith the (oriented) links of the
plaquette,and(4~’U4)~~= ~ for eachpair if of nearest-neighborsites.In
eq.(4.3),we haveintroducedan independentspincouplingconstantcorresponding
to eachnon-trivial irreduciblerepresentationof

1N~

Now we must considerhow the operatorF(.~)is to be defined in this lattice
model ~. Recall that inserting F(.X) into a Greenfunction is supposedto be

equivalentto introducinga classicalcosmicstringsourceon the world-sheet.~.On
the lattice (in 3 + 1 dimensions),we consider~ to be a closedsurfacemadeup of
plaquettesof the duallattice.Thereis a set .E * of plaquettesof the original lattice
that are dual to the plaquettesof ~. (See fig. 9.) The operatorF,,(~)may be

expressedas

= fl exp(p(e2~”/’~’Up— U,~+ c.c.)). (4.4)
PE~~*

In otherwords, to evaluatethe pathintegralfor aGreenfunctionwith an insertion
of ~ we modify the plaquetteaction on the plaquettesthat aredual to .~,

accordingto

Up~e2~~Up, pE~*. (4.5)

This transformationof 5gauge is equivalentto introducing n units of ZN magnetic

flux on eachof the plaquettesin .~~

* Theanalogousconstructionof the ‘t Hooft loop operatoron thelatticewas firstdiscussedin refs.[33]

and[34].
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Whenthe surface.~ is large,the vacuumexpectationvalueof F,, behaveslike

exp(—K”~Area(.~)). (4.6)

We may interpret~ as the renormalizationof the tensionof the string source,
due to quantumfluctuationsof the chargedmatter fields. Eq. (4.6) also has an
alternative interpretation.We may think of .~ as a surfacelying in a time slice,
rather than as the world-sheetof a string propagatingthrough space-time.Then
.F,(fl is the operator

/2irin \
F,,(1~)= exP~—7ç~-—Q~). (4.7)

where Q~ is the ZN chargecontained inside the surface .~. Virtual pairs of
chargedparticlesnear .~ causethe chargeQ~to fluctuate.If the theoryhasa mass
gap, then the chargefluctuationsnear two elementsof .~ becomevery weakly
correlatedwhen the elementsare distantly separated.Thus, chargefluctuations

causethe characteristic“area-law” falloff of <1~,(.X))in eq.(4.6).
Consider the case f3>> 1 and y,n << 1 (for all m). In this case,the gauge

variables are highly ordered, and so we expect that ZN chargeis not confined.
Furthermore,the spins aredisordered,so thereis no Higgscondensateto screen

ZN chargeeither.Thus,free ZN chargesshouldexist. We cancheckwhetherthis
expectationis correctby usingperturbativeexpansionsto evaluateKA(.~,C)).

Becausethe gaugecouplingis weak,a frustratedplaquette(onewith U,,, * 1) is
very costly. An insertion of ~ tends to frustrate the plaquettesin .~‘. These

frustrations can be avoided, though, if the gaugevariables assumea suitable
configuration.Choosea three-dimensionalhypersurface£1 whoseboundaryis .~.
This hypersurfaceconsistsof a set of cubesof the dual lattice.Dual to thesecubes
is a set 12 * of links of theoriginal lattice.(Seefig. 9.) By choosing

U1 = ~ 1 Efl~,

U,.=1, l~Q”, (4.8)

we can avoid frustratingany plaquettes.(This is the lattice analogof a “singular
gaugetransformation”that removesthe string“singularity” on .~.)With the links
in the configurationeq.(4.8) thefundamentalrepresentationWilson loop operator

W(C)= flu1 (4.9)
laC

acquiresthe value exp(2irink/N), where k is the linking numberof C and .~.

(Seefig. 10.)
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Fig. 10. A slice through a closed surface .Z that links once with the loop C. C intersects the
hypersurface11 once.

Of course, this choice of link variableschangesthe nearestneighborinterac-
tions for eachpairof spinsthat is joined by a link containedin 12*. But the spins
arestronglycoupledand highly disordered,so that they arenearly indifferent to
this change;it is much morecostly to frustratea plaquettethan to frustratea link.
Therefore,the expectationvalueof the ABOP

F(X)[W(C)1”
A°~)(~C) = “ (4.10)

(F,,(~)X[W(C)] )

is dominated by small fluctuations about the “background” eq. (4.8), and we
conclude that (A~’k~,C)) satisfies eq. (1.2). Thus, there is an infinite-range
Aharonov—Bohminteraction, and free ZN chargesexist. (Further details of this
analysismay be found in ref. [5].)

If the gaugecoupling is strong(f3 <<1), then thereareno free ZN charges.The
Wilson ioop introducesa ZN chargeasa classicalsource,butconfinementcausesa
pairof ZN chargesto be produced,so that thechargeis dynamicallyshielded.We
expectthat eq.(1.3) is satisfied,andthis canbe verified in the small-/3expansion

[5].
It is also interestingto considerthe casein which /3 is large and some of the

spin couplingsYm arealso large.Then the matterfield is orderedandthe matter
“condensate”screensthe charge.

Forexample,supposethat

Ym~>>l, m’=m,

Ym’<<L m’*m. (4.11)

In effect, then, the operator
4’m condenses,andZN is brokendown to the kernel

of the representation(m); this is ZM, whereM is thegreatestcommonfactorof N

and m. We anticipate, therefore,that the operator F,,(.E) introduces a stable
cosmicstring world-sheetprovidedthat nm 0 (mod N) (so that the flux carried
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by the string is in the unbrokengroup ZM). Otherwise,the string introducedby
F,,C~)is the boundaryof a domain wall. This wall is unstable,and decays by
nucleatinga loop of string.

If we assumethat the flux of thestring createdby F,,C~)combineswith theflux
of the nucleatedstringto give a trivial total flux, thenwe anticipatethat theABOP
behavesas

/ 2~rinp
lim(A~’~I,C))=exp~ N k(.~~C))~mn~0(modN),

lim(A,,(.Z,C))=1, mn~0(modN). (4.12)

From this behavior,we could easily infer that the unbrokensymmetry is ZM; a

stringhasa non-trivial Aharonov—Bohminteractionwith a chargeif andonly if the
flux carriedby the stringis in ZM.

However, as we emphasizedin subsect.3.2, evenif the string introducedby .F,,
is theboundaryof a domainwall, andthewall decaysby nucleatingastringloop, it
need not be the casethat the nucleatedstring combinedwith the classicalstring
sourcehastrivial flux. Thus,eq.(4.12) doesnot, in general,correctlydescribethe
behaviorof the ABOP in the limit eq.(4.11). To seewhat actuallyhappens,let us
analyzethe consequencesof eq.(4.11) usingperturbativeexpansions.

For Y,n>> 1, spinswith nontrivial ZM chargearehighly ordered,andfrustrating

thesespinsis verycostly. Now thereis a competitionbetweenthe reluctanceof the
systemto frustrateaplaquette(when /3>> 1), andits reluctanceto frustratea ZM

spin. If theoperatorF,,(.~)is inserted,then,as we haveseen,frustratedplaquettes
canbe avoidedif the links of (1* areexcited.But, if exp(2~-in/N)~ ZM, we can
excite the U

1 on theselinks only at the cost of frustratingthe spins there.The
numberof links in 12* increaseslike thevolumeenclosedby ~, andthe numberof
plaquettesin .~ * increasesonly as the areaof ~. Thus, for .~ sufficiently large,
frustratedplaquettesare favoredover frustratedlinks. This is just a realizationon

the lattice of the decayof a domainwall by nucleationof a loop string, wherethe
frustrated spins comprise the wall, and the frustrated plaquettescomprise the
nucleatedstring.

But as we discussedin subsect.3.3, it is sometimespossiblefor a domainwall to
decayin more than one way. To illustrate the possibilities, we will considertwo
different specialcases.

4.1. ~z4—’~z2

Consider,for example,a Z4 model. For /3 ~ 1 and 72>> 1, the Z4 symmetry
will breakto Z2. One finds, indeed,that ~ C)) behavesas in eq. (4.12).
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Understandingthe behaviorof ~ and A~”~involves a subtlety. The n = 3
string is the anti-string of the n = 1 string; therefore,they both havethe same
tension.Furthermore,exp(2~ri/4)and exp(— 2’lri/4) belongto the samecosetof
Z2 in 14, so the n = 1 and n = 3 stringsarebothboundariesof the samedomain
wall. When the operatorF,(.E) is inserted,the resultingdomainwall can decayin

two different ways. One way, the compositestring that is createdhas trivial Z2
flux; the otherway, it hasnon-trivial Z2 flux.

Correspondingly,when F1C~)is inserted,we may chooseeither U1 = 1 or
U1 = —1 on the links of 12*; the weak spin coupling in the action(the 72 term)
dependsonly on U1

2, and so is not frustratedeither way. But we also needto
considerthe dependenceon the strong couplingsy~and y,. Expandingin these
small parameters,one finds that the effective tensionof the compositestring is
renormalizedby spin fluctuations.The renormalizationraisesthe tensionof the

compositestringwith non-trivial ~ flux relativeto that with trivial flux. Thus,the
configurationsuchthat the compositestring has trivial 12 flux really doesdomi-
natewhen F,(~)(or F

3(1~))is inserted.Therefore,A~)and ~ do behaveas in
eq. (4.12).

4.2. Z5—~ /3

Now considera 16 model. For /3 ~ 1 and y,>> 1, the 16 symmetrywill break
to 13. ~ and A’~,”~behaveas in eq.(4.12); so do ~ and ~

Now consider~ The n = 3 string that is introducedby F3 is the boundaryof
a domainwall. But this wall canterminateon an n = 1 or n = 5 string, as well as
on an n = 3 string. Furthermore,the n = 1 (or n = 5) string haslower tensionthan

the n = 3 string, so that nucleationof this stringis favored.
In otherwords,the configurationsthat dominate,when F3(~)is inserted,have

U1 = exp(2~ri/3)(or U1 = exp(—2~i/3))for 1 E 12*. By exciting the links on
we reduce the degreeof frustration of the plaquettesof 2. And we do so at
negligible cost, because the m = 3 term in ~ cannot distinguish U1 =

exp(±23ri/3)from U1 = 1.
Thus, the nucleated string, combined with the classical string source, has

non-trivial flux. The combinedflux canbe either n = 2 or n = 4, andboth occur
with equalprobability. And therefore,eventhoughF3 insertsa string that decays,
A3 showsnon-trivial behavior;we have

lim(A~)(1,C))= ~(e
2”~”3 + e2”~’/3) = cos(2n-v/3) (4.13)

(if ~ and C havelinking numberk = 1).
Thus, for dynamical reasons,eq. (4.12) is not satisfied. Nevertheless,the

behavior of ~ has an unambiguousinterpretation.For example, the ~-depen-
denceof <Ar) showsthat the effectivestringintroducedby F

3 hasflux that takes
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values in the 13 subgroupof 16. The only possible interpretationis that the
unbrokensubgroupis Z3.

Indeed,the behaviorof (Ar) alwayscontainssufficient information to unam-
biguouslyidentify the unbrokensubgroupof an abeliangroup.

Otherorder parametershavebeensuggestedthat probe the realizationof the
centerof the gaugegroup [17,18,20].We will commenton the efficacy of thesein
subsect.9.3.

5. Non-abelian stringson the lattice

We haveseenin the previoussectionhow the Aharonov—Bohmeffect canbe
usedto probe the phasestructureof an abeliangaugetheory. We now want to
extendthis procedure,so that it can be used in non-abeliantheories.The basic
strategywill be the sameas before — we will introduce strings and chargesas
classicalsources,and investigate the dynamicalresponseof the theory to these
sources.But the implementationof this strategyis moredelicatein the non-abelian
case.The main stumblingblock is the problemof introducingnon-abeliancosmic
stringsin a lattice gaugetheory, whichwe addressin this section.

We will also constructoperatorsthat createor annihilate dynamical string
loops;correlationfunctionsof thesecanbeusedto studythedynamicalproperties
of strings.

5.1. STRINGCALIBRATION

We considera theorywith (discrete)gaugegroupG. We are interestedin how
the local G-symmetryis realized.Specifically, we wish to identify the subgroupH

of G that admitsfree charges.(G quantumnumbersmay be confined,or may be
screenedby a Higgscondensate.)

We investigatethe realizationof G by assemblinga laboratorythat is equipped
with cosmicstringloops.As describedin ref. [21] we cancalibratethestring loops
with a beamof particles that transform as somefaithful (not necessarilyirre-
ducible)representation(R) of G. We choosean arbitrarybasepointx0, anda basis
for the representation(R) at that point. We direct the beamfrom the basepointto
a beamsplitter, allow the two beamsto passon either side of the string, andthen
recombinethe beamsandstudythe resultantinterferencepattern.

If the stringis in a “group eigenstate”with flux (asdefinedin eq.(2.1)) a E G,

and I u) is the wave function in internal-symmetryspaceof a particle at the
basepoint,then,whenthe particleis transportedarounda closedpath that begins
andendsat x0, the wave function is modified accordingto

lu)—’D~’~(a)Iu>. (5.1)
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By observingthe interferencepattern,we canmeasure

(uID~’~(a)Iu). (5.2)

By varying I u>, wecanthendetermineall matrix elementsof D~(a),andhencea
itself. Given our choice of basepoint,and a choice of a basis for D~, this
procedureallows usto associatea well-definedgroupelementwith eachstring.

In the casewherefree G-chargesmay not exist, we must be careful that the
separationbetweenthe two beamsremainssmall comparedto any confinement
distancescale or Higgs screening length. At the same time, of course, the
separationmustbe largecomparedto the thicknessof the string core;we assume
that the coreis smallcomparedto the characteristicdistancescaleof the dynamics
thatwe wish to study.

Once we have calibrated the strings by measuringtheir Aharonov—Bohm
interactionswith nearbycharges,we probethe dynamicsof the theoryby measur-
ing the Aharonov—Bohminteractionsof stringswith distantcharges.In this way,
we hope to learnwhat quantumnumbersareconfinedor screened,andto infer
the “unbroken” subgroupH.

(As we havenoted,eachstringloop associatedwith an elementof G that is not

in H will becomethe boundaryof a domainwall. Thus it might seemthat a good
way to identify H is to observewhich strings are attachedto walls. Indeed,at
sufficientlyweak coupling,this is a sensibleprocedure,becausethe walls arevery
long lived. But at intermediatecouplingthis proceduremay fail, becausethe walls
decayrapidly by nucleatingstring loops. The time scale for the decay may be

comparableto the time requiredto assembleandcalibratea stringloop.)
Someproblemswith the calibrationprocedureshouldbepointed out. The first

is that a stringioop associatedwith a definite groupelementis not an eigenstateof

the hamiltonianof the theory. An a-stringand a b-stringwill mix with eachother
if a and b are in the sameH conjugacyclass[21], andthe energyeigenstateswill

be linear combinationsof groupeigenstatesthat transformas definite representa-
tions of the unbrokengroup H. (We will havemore to say about this mixing in
subsect.7.2.) But the time scalefor this mixing increasesexponentiallywith the
sizeof thestring loop. For our purposes,it will usuallybe legitimateto ignorethe
mixing andregardthe stringsasgroupeigenstates.

But thereis anothermoreseriousproblem.While the quantumfluctuationsthat
changethe identity of astringloop areveryrare(when theioop is large),thereare
other,much lessrare,quantumfluctuations that can changethe Aharonov—Bohm
phasethat is detected.Suppose,for example, that a virtual b-loop nucleates,
lassoesthe basepointx0 and thenre-annihilates.Naturally, this processhasno
physical effect on an a-loop that is far from the basepoint.Yet it changesthe
Aharonov—Bohmphaseacquiredby a particle in representation(~)that winds
around the string, beginningand ending at x0 we saw in subsect.2.3 that the
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Fig. 11. (a) Space-timediagram(in 2 + 1 dimensions)showing a virtual b vortex—antivortexpair that
nucleates,winds around the basepointx

0, and re-annihilates.If the path basedat x0 at time t1 is
assignedtheflux a, then the path at time 12 is assignedflux bab’. (b) Thesame process,but with x0
now taken to be a fixed point in euclideanspacetime.The flux of the classicala-vortex is measuredto
bab~,due to the effect of thevirtual b vortex pair. Shadedareasare surfacesboundedby thevortex

world-lines.

phasebecomesD~kbab
1)ratherthan D~(a).(This processis depicted,in 2 + 1

dimensions, in fig. 11.) Such fluctuations are suppressedat sufficiently weak
coupling,but they are present,at somelevel, for any finite coupling.They resultin
an ambiguity in the Aharonov—Bohmphaseassociatedwith a string, evenif we fix
the basepointanda basisfor the faithful representation(~i).

To avoid this ambiguity,we areforcedto takea traceof the representation;the

characterx~(a) is unaffectedby thesefluctuations.Thus, the existenceof free
G-charges(andof anunscreenedAharonov—Bohminteraction) canbe probedby
the Wilson loop operatoreq.(2.5). (And sinceW~(C)is gaugeinvariant, thereis

no needfor the loop C to containthe basepointx
0.) Let FQ(X, x0) denotethe

operatorthat insertsa stringworld-sheeton .~ the stringis associatedwith aE G,
relativeto the basepointx0. (We considerbelow how this operatoris constructed.)
Thenwe may definethe ABOP

F (~,x
x C) = a (5 3)a ‘ ~‘ (1~,(-E,x0))KW~(C)Y

In a phasewith free G-charges,we expectthat [14]

lim(A~>(~,x0 C))= —x
t”~(a”~), (5.4)

where k denotesthe linking number.(Eventhis statementrequiresa qualification,
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for theloop C mustnotbepermittedto comecloseto retracingitself on successive

passagesaround~.)
We will considerin section9 how A~(.E,x0 C) is expectedto behavefor other

realizationsof the local G-symmetry.

5.2. INSERTING STRINGWORLD-SHEETS

Now we will considerin more detail the problem of constructingan operator
that insertsnon-abelianstringson specifiedworld-sheets.Theconstructionwill be

guidedby the discussionin sect. 2 of the generalformalism, andby the discussion
aboveof the calibrationprocedure.

Given a set of disjoint closedtwo-dimensionalsurfaces.X,, .Z2..., this operator
is to introduce string world-sheetson these surfaces,where the strings are
associatedwith the group elementsa,, a2 As we haveemphasized,the strings
mustbe referredto a common basepointx0, and eachassociatedgroupelement
dependson the choiceof a standardpath that beginsand endsat x0 and winds
aroundthe string. The group elementsa1, a2,... are definedup to one overall
conjugation,which correspondsto a gaugetransformationat the basepointx0.

Furthermore,the definition of our operatormust be insensitiveto the possible
confinementor screeningof G quantum numbers;it must specify the short-dis-
tancestructureof the string, andleaveit up to the dynamicsof the theorywhether
the stringcanbe detectedat long range.It must realizethe calibrationprocedure
describedabove, in which the short-rangeAharonov—Bohminteractionsof the
stringaredetermined.

We wish to definean operator
11~

1,a2 a~(1i, .E2, . . . , i,,, x~)so that an inser-
tion of Fai,a2 aS~i’ .~2’.. .Z~,x0) in a Greenfunction introducesstrings on
world sheets.Z,~~2’• .~,,. Wewill first describethe operatorin heuristicterms,
and then give a more precisedescription in the context of lattice gaugetheory.
Loosely speaking,an insertion of Faia2 a,~1’ .~2’ , i,,, x0) in a Greenfunc-
tion imposesa restrictionon thegaugefield configurationsthat are included in the
path integral.Make a choiceof a standardpaththat beginsat x0, windsaroundthe
surface~,, andreturnsto x0. Now considera path P1 homotopicto the standard
paththat runs from x0 to a pointon ~, traversesan infinitesimal closedloop that
encloses ~,, and then retraces itself, returning to x0. When Fai,a2 ~

., i,,, x0) is inserted,the gaugefield configurationis restrictedto satisfy

PexP(i ~ A.dx)=a,~ (5.5)
P1,x0

for any such P1. Similar restrictions apply for paths P2, P3,...,P,, that wind
around~2’ ~ .E,,, as in fig. 12. Theserestrictionson the path integraldefine
the operatorFaia2 ~ -~2’ £,,, x0).
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Fig. 12. PathsP
1, P2, P3 usedin the constructionof the operatorF,,,2,3(Z,, -~2’£,,, x0).

Theoperatorsoconstructedis not gaugeinvariant.Of course,if it is insertedin

a Greenfunction with gaugeinvariant operators,its gauge-invariantpart will be
projectedout. Alternatively we may obtain an explicitly gauge-invariantoperator

by averagingovergaugetransformationsat the basepointx0, obtaining

~ Fga1g_1,ga~g~ ~ ~ . ., i,,, x0), (5.6)
‘~GgaG

where nG is the order of the group.
Wemay now considerthe operator

A(V) I
a1,a2 a,,~ 1’ 2’~~’ n’ X0,

— Faa a,(~1’ ~2’ ‘in, x0)W~(C) 7

— (Faia2 a(~i’ ~2’• ~ x0)>(W~(C)Y (5. )

In a phasewith free G-charge,if the loop C is homotopicto PiPJPk...,we have

1
lim(A~a a(~i’ ~ . , ~,,, x~C) )= —X°~(ajaJak . ..). (5.8)

Thus, when a charge passesaround several string loops in succession,the
Aharonov—Bohmphasesacquiredin eachsuccessivepassagearecombinedcoher-
ently. The coherenceis maintainedbecausewe havedefinedthe various loops in
reference to the samebasepoint x0. If different basepointshad been chosen
instead,then the group elementsassociatedwith the various string loops would

havebeenaveragedoverconjugacyclassesindependently.Since

— ~ D~(gag’) = —x~(a)1 (5.9)
nG gaG
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(whichfollows from Schur’slemma),we find, for example,

(Fa(1~i,Xo)Fa (.~2’ y0)W~(C)) 1 11~ 2 — — ~ ~ (v)( ~ ~5 10im (Fai(~i,Xo)Fa(~2, y0))KW~(C))— n~ ~ 1)X ka2), \

if the loop C winds aroundworld-sheets~ and ~2 in succession.

If Fa(.~i,x0) and Fa2(.E2, y0) havedistinct basepoints(x0*y0), then eachby
itself introducesa gauge-singletobject. Inserting both operatorscombines two
stringloopsas (trivial) chargeeigenstates,ratherthan as groupeigenstates.This is
the reasonfor the lackof coherencein theAharonov—Bohminteractioncharacter-
izedby eq.(5.10).To combinetwo stringsthat are notbothgaugesinglets,we must

includein our operatorsomenon-localconstructthat bridgesthe gapbetweenthe
string loops, just as a string of electricflux must be included in a gauge-invariant
operatorthat createsa widely separatedquark—antiquarkpair. In the caseof two
(or more)string loops, this non-localconnectionbetweenthe loopsis provided by
referringthe loopsto a commonbasepoint.

It is important, actually, that theAharonov—Bohminteractionsof an additional
loop combineincoherentlywith theAharonov—Bohminteractionsof existing loops,

when the group elementassociatedwith the additional loop is averagedover a
conjugacyclass. It is this incoherenceproperty that ensuresthat the effects of
virtual string loopsdo not spoil the “factorizationup to a phase” representedby
eq.(5.8).

Wewill now describetheconstructionof FaC~,x0) in moredetail,by specifying
how the constructionis carriedout in a lattice theorywith discretegaugegroupG.
As discussedin sect. 4, ~ is to be regardedas a closed surfaceconsistingof
plaquettesof the dual lattice; theseplaquettesaredual to a set ~ * of plaquettes
of the original lattice. For eachplaquetteP E .~ “, we choosea path 1,,, on the
lattice that connectsthe basepointx0 to oneof the cornersof P.Thesepathsare
chosenso that eachclosedloop l~Pl,’ is “homotopic” to the standardloop that
links .~.The variouspathsmay be chosenarbitrarily, exceptthat the union of all
the pathsshouldnot containany closedloops.

The effect of the operatorFQC~,x0) is to modify the plaquetteaction on each
plaquettein ~ Suppose,for example,that the plaquetteaction is

5~?ge,p= f3x”~(U~)+ c.c. (5.11)

(where R is a representationof G that mustbe specified to define the theory).
Then an insertionof Fa(l~,x0) modifiesthe action accordingto

5gauge,P ‘~ + c.c., P E .~‘, (5.12)
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where

flu1. (5.13)
in i~

Alternatively,we maywrite

Fa(.~,x0)= fl exp(px~(Vi~aV[~’Up)—/3x”~(Up)+c.c.). (5.14)

The operator~z1,a2 a,~l’ ~~2’• .~,,, x,,) that insertsmany string loopsis con-
structedby a straightforwardgeneralizationof this procedure.

As constructed,Fa(.~,x0) is not gaugeinvariant. When insertedin a Green
function with gauge-invariantoperators,though, it has the sameeffect as the

explicitly gauge-invariantoperatorin which a is averagedovera conjugacyclass,as
in eq.(5.6).

It is also instructiveto considerthe correlatorof Fa(I, x0) with the operator

u°’~(C,x0) =D~( [j u1), (5.15)
InC

wherethe product is takenover a closedset of links that beginsandendsat x0.
The trace of U~(C,x0) is (n,, times) the Wilson loop operator W°’~(C).But

u~kC,x0) itself, like Fa(.~,x0), is not invariant undera gaugetransformation
that actsnon-trivially at the basepointx0.

In a phasewith free G-charges,and in the leading order of weak coupling

perturbationtheory, onefinds that *

urn (Fa(~,x0)U~(C,x0)) = —D~(a”~). (5.16)
<Fa(.~,x0))(tr U (C, xe)) n~

This equationmerelystatesthat, once a loop of string has beencalibrated,the

same Aharonov—Bohmphase can be recovered again if anotherinterference
experiment is subsequentlyperformed. But we have already emphasizedthat
quantumfluctuations(suchas the virtual string depictedin fig. 11) can spoil this
result.Indeed,whenhigherordersin the weakcoupling expansionare included,it
is seen that the correlatorof Fa(.E, x0) and ~ x0) fails to “factorize” as in
eq. (5.16),evenwhen ~ and C are far apart.As statedbefore,wemust consider
the correlatorof Fa(.~,x0) with the gauge-invariantoperatorW°~kC),in order to
extractan Aharonov—Bohm“phase” that dependsonly on the topological linking
of ~ and C (in the limit of infinite separation).

* This calculationis describedin moredetail in subsect.6.2 andin appendixA.
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Fig. 13. A differentchoicefor thepath P
2 from thebasepointx0 to theworld-sheet£2.

To concludethis section,wemust ask how the operatorF,,(~,x0) dependson
the basepoint x0 and on the choice of the paths {l,,}. (We considercorrelation
functionsof Fa with gauge-invariantoperators,sowe regardF,, asgauge-invariant,
with a averagedovera conjugacyclass.)We note that, sincethe union U ~ of all
the pathscontainsno closedioops,we canchoosea gaugewith U1 = 1 for all 1 E I,,,.
In this gauge,the groupelementa is inserteddirectly on the plaquettesof .~ ~

Thus, it is clear that the correlator of Fa(.E, x0) with any local gauge-invariant

operatoris independentof the choiceof basepointandpaths.
The correlatorof Faia2 a,~i’ .~2’ ~ x0) with nonlocal gauge-invariant

operators(like Wilson loop operators)dependson the choiceof path only to the
extent that we have already noted. That is, it dependson the choice of the

“standardpaths” that enterthe calibrationof the stringloops.We maychangethe
paths from the basepoint x0 to the plaquettesof £~‘, by winding thesepaths
around~,, as in fig. 13. In effect, this changealtersthe groupelementassignedto
the string world sheeton ~2; a2 becomesreplacedby a,a2a1

1. As we noted in

sect. 2, this ambiguity in Fai,a
2 a,~1’ ~2’~ ,~,,, x,~)is the origin of the holon-

omyinteractionbetweenstringloops (or vortices) [24,25].

5.3. INSERTING STRING LOOPS

An insertion of the operator F,,(.1, x0) introduces a string on the closed

world-sheet£. The string may be regardedas an infinitely heavyclassicalsource.
Thus Fa(.~,x0) is closely analogousto the Wilson loop operator W~(C);an
insertionof W~kC)introducesan infinitely heavyclassicalsource(in representa-
tion (r’)) on the closedworld line C.

But we will also find useat timesfor anoperatorthat creates(or annihilates)a

dynamicalcosmicstring. Such anoperatorcanbe obtainedby a simple modifica-
tion of the constructiondescribedabove— namely,the surface~ is chosento be,
ratherthan a closedsurface,a surfacewith non-trivial boundaryC. (Seefig. 14.)
Carrying out the sameprocedureas before for such a surface,we arrive at an
operatorBa(C, ~, x0) that createsa string (or annihilatesan anti-string)on the
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xl y1

\—3~ y2

xo

Fig. 14. ThepathsP1 and P2,basedat x0, andtheopencurves£~and £~usedin thedefinition of the
‘t Hooft operatorB,,b(xl, y1,£~,x2, Y2, £2, x,), in 2+1 dimensions.

loop C. More generally,an operator

B,,1,,2 a,,(C’i, .~, C2, .~2,...,C,,,.~,,, x~) (5.17)

createsstringson the loops C1, C2, . . . , C,,, with all stringsreferredto a common

basepointx0.
This constructiongeneralizesa constructiondevisedby ‘t Hooft [16], andwe will

refer to B as the “t Hooft loop” operator.However, ‘t Hooft consideredthe
situation in which the strings haveno Aharonov—Bohminteractionswith other
fields. In that case,the surface.1 is aninvisible gaugeartifact,and B(C) depends
on C alone.We are interestedin stringsthat haveAharonov—Bohminteractions,
andin that case~ is not invisible [5].

To betterunderstandwhy the ‘t Hooft operatorBa(C, ~, x0) must dependon
the surface.~ aswell ason the loop C, it is helpful to think abouta theorydefined
in 2 + 1 space-timedimensions.In that case,the operatorBa(X, y, .~, x0) creates
a vortex at x and an anti-vortex at y; .~ is a path connectingx and y. But no
gauge-invariantlocaloperatorexiststhat createsan isolatedvortex at x. Becausea
vortex canbe detectedat infinite rangevia the Aharonov—Bohmeffect, thereis a
vortex superselectionrule. Hence, the operatorthat createsa vortex cannot be

local; it has a semi-infinite string that can be seenby the fields of the theory.
(Similarly, thereis an electricchargesuperselectionrule in quantumelectrodynam-
ics. No gauge-invariantlocaloperatorcancreatean isolatedelectron;the operator
that createsan electronmust also createa string of electric flux that endson the
electron.)

Correlationfunctions suchas ~B,,1,,2(C,,1~,C2, ~2’ x0)> canbe usedto deter-
minethe tensionof a dynamicalstring, or the amplitudefor mixing betweengroup

eigenstates,as we will describein section7.
(As an aside,we remark that an ‘t Hooft loop, like a Wilson ioop, admits an

alternativeinterpretation.If a Wilson loop operatoractson a time-like slice, it is
naturalto interpretit as an insertionof a classicalchargedsource,asnotedabove.
But if the Wilson loop actson a space-likeslice,we mayinterpretit as an operator
that createsa closedelectric flux tube. We havenoted that we may think of an ‘t

Hooft operatoractingon a space-likeslice asanobject that createsa cosmicstring.
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Alternatively, we may interpretan ‘t Hooft loop actingon a time-like slice as an
insertion of a classical magneticmonopole source. In the situation originally
consideredby ‘t Hooft, the monopole satisfiedthe Dirac quantizationcondition,
andso its “Dirac string” was invisible. We areconsideringa situationin which the

Dirac stringis visible; the surface~ boundedby C is theworld sheetof thisDirac
string.)

6. Classicalstrings in the pure gauge theory

We will now analyzethe behaviorof the operator~ x0 C), usingpertur-
bative expansions.Here we will considerthe caseof a pure gaugetheory with
(discrete)gaugegroup G. In sect. 9, we will considerthe effects of introducing
matter.

6.1. STRONGCOUPLING

Although our main interest is in the physics at weak gaugecoupling,we will
make a few comments about the strong-couplingbehavior of the pure gauge
theory.

The plaquetteactionof the theory is takento be

S~gep= Px~’~(Up)+c.c., (6.1)

where R is a representationof G. For /3 ~ 1, this theory confines sourcesthat
transformas certainirreduciblerepresentationsof G. Thecriterion for a sourceto
be confinedis easiestto state in the casewhere R is irreducible. In that case,a
sourcein the irreduciblerepresentation(v) is not confinedif andonly if thereare
non-negativeintegersk, and k2 such that

® (R*)”2 ~ (~)

(R)k1 ® (R*)k2 (1), (6.2)

where R* denotesthe complex conjugate of R, and (1) denotesthe trivial
representation.The point is that if eq. (6.2) is satisfied, then it is possiblefor a
source in representation(v) to be “screened by gluons.” In other words, the
electric flux tube that terminateson a (~)sourcecan breakdue to glue fluctua-
tions.(Thecriterion (6.2) generalizesthe familiar notion that an adjoint represen-
tation sourceis unconfinedin a strongly coupled SU(N) gaugetheory.) If (“) is
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confined, then the expectationvalue of the correspondingWilson loop operator
decaysfor a largeloop C like

KW~(C)) exp( —K°’~Area(C)), (6.3)

where Area(C) is the minimal areaof a surfaceboundedby C, and ~ is the
tensionof a flux tube that carrieselectricflux in the representation(z.’). (Ofcourse,
virtual glue may partially screenthe source;~ is the tensionof the lightest flux
tube that canterminateon a (,i) source.)

Sincethe gaugevariablescanseea classicalstringwith “magneticflux” a E G,
the quantum fluctuationsof the gaugevariables renormalizethe tensionof the
stringby an amount~ Thus,the expectationvalue of the operatorF decaysfor
a largesurface.~ like

KF,,(~,xo)) exp(—K~A(~)), (6.4)

where A(I) is the areaof .~.The calculationof the leadingcontributionto ~

for /3 ~ 1, is describedin appendixA.
Now considerthe operator~ x0 C). Since there are no infinite-range

Aharonov—Bohm interactionsin the confining phase of the theory, we might

expectthat

lim(A~(.~,x0 C))= 1. (6.5)

This is indeedfound for a representation(r’) that is not confined(such that the
electricflux tubecanbreak).Different behavioris found,however,for a represen-
tation (~i) that is confined. The operator ~ x0 C) can have a non-trivial
expectationvalue becausethe electric flux tube stretchedacrossC crossesthe
surface.~ at certain points. In the leadingorder of strong-couplingperturbation
theory (and assumingthat no “partial screening”of the source occurs), each
crossingcontributesto A the factor

1
(6.6)

(or its complexconjugate,dependingon the relative orientationof the flux tube

and .~ at the point of crossing). Thus, even when .~ and C are far apart,
(A~C~,x0 C)) is not a purely topological quantity that dependsonly on the
linking numberof ~ and C. Of course,in higher ordersin the strong coupling
expansion,the behaviorof ~ becomesstill morecomplicated.

Similarly, if a loop C links with two different surfaces.~,and ~2’ the operator
A~’~,,2(.Z1,.12, x0 C) acquiresa factor (1/n)~~(a,)eachtime the electric flux

tubecrosses.1~anda factor(1/n~)~°~(a2)eachtime it crosses12 (in the leading
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order of the strong-couplingexpansion). Becauseof confinement, the string
world-sheetscombineas trivial chargeeigenstatesrather thangroup eigenstates,
eventhoughbothare definedwith respectto a commonbasepoint.

6.2. WEAK COUPLING

For /3>> 1 there is no confinement, and the Wilson loop operator exhibits
perimeterlaw decayfor any representation(v).

The operatorFaCI, x0) decaysas in eq. (6.4). The calculationof the leading
behaviorof ~ for /3>> 1, is describedin appendixA.

Whenthe operatorF,,(Z, x0) is inserted,thereis a configurationof the gauge
variables such that no plaquettesare excited. This configurationcan be con-
structedby choosinga set 12 of cubesof the dual lattice suchthat theboundaryof
12 is 1. Eachcubein 12 is dual to a link of the original lattice.The configuration
with no excitedplaquettesis -

U1=a IEITI*,

U1=e, l~12~K. (6.7)

This configurationis uniqueup to a gaugetransformation.(Thegaugetransforma-
tions aredeformationsof .12.)

Weak-couplingperturbationtheoryis carriedoutby expandingin thenumberof
excited plaquettes, and in the degree of excitation. In the limit /3 — ~, the
configurationswith the minimal number of excited plaquettesdominate. By
calculatingthe Wilson loop operator for the configurationwith no excited pla-
quettes,we verify eq. (5.4) in the weak-couplinglimit. Thus we find, as expected,
that G-chargesareneitherconfinednor screened.Similarly, we mayverify eq.(5.8)
andeq. (5.16)in this limit.

When higher-ordercorrectionsin weak-couplingperturbationtheory arecom-
puted,we find asanticipatedthat eq.(5.4) and eq.(5.8) continueto hold. But eq.
(5.16)doesnot survive. Thesecorrectionsare further discussedin appendixA.

We wish to makeone other remark here about the weak-couplingexpansion,

which might help to avoid confusion.To calculatethe weak-couplingbehaviorof
correlationfunctions that involve the operatorFaa2 a,,(

1i’ £2,.. ~ xe), we
first construct the configuration that has no excited plaquettes when
F,,,,,

2 ,,(1~,.12,.. ., .1,,, x0) is inserted. This construction is a straightforward
generalizationof eq. (6.7). However, thereare topologically inequivalentways of
choosingnon-intersectingsurfacesul~,.. ., 12,,, that areboundedby .

1k,. ,I,, (as
in fig. 15). Thus, one might get the impressionthat therecan be two (or more)
gauge-inequivalentconfigurationsthat both haveno excitedplaquettes.But this is
not the case.To seewhy not, it is importantto keeptrackof thebasepoint,andof
the pathsfrom thebasepointto the loops. If 12~is distortedpast112, as in fig. 15,
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Fig. 15. Two topologically inequivalentwaysof choosingthehypersurfaceQ1 that is boundedby .X~.

then 12~crossesthe paths from the basepoint to .12. To avoid exciting any
plaquettes,then, the links containedin 12~’must now take the value a1a2a1
(This, again, is a reflection of the holonomy interactionbetweenstring loops.)
Therefore,a Wilson loop that crosses12~first and 122 second,in fig. iSa,behaves
exactlythe samewayas a Wilson loop that crosses122 first and 12~second,in fig.
15b. There is a unique gaugeequivalence-classof configurationswith no excited
plaquettes,just asthereshouldbe.

7. Dynamical strings and vortices

We will now considerhow the ‘t Hooft operatorcanbe usedto investigatethe

propertiesof dynamicalstrings(in 3 + 1 dimensions)andvortices(in 2 + 1 dimen-
sions).

7.1. STRINGTENSION AND VORTEX MASS

The operatorBa,a_i(Ci, .1k, C2, .12, x0) canbe usedto computethe tensionof
a cosmicstring that carriesmagneticflux a (with a caveatdescribedbelow). This

operatorcreatesan a stringon C1 andannihilatesit on C2. Thus,whenthe loops
are largeandfar apart,we have

(Baa_i(C1, .1k, C2, £2, x0))

—‘ exp( _K~en)(A(I1)+A(12))) exp(—K~”~A(C1,C2)). (7.1)

Here K~’~is the renormalizationof the tensionof a “classical”string source,and
K~f~”~is the tensionof a dynamicalstring; A(C1,C2) is the areaof the minimal

surfacewith boundaryC1 U C2. (Seefig. 16.) If the loops C1 and C2 arechosento
be far apartcomparedto the correlationlength of the theory, but close together
comparedto the size of the loops, then the dependenceof (B,,,,-~(C1,.1k, C2,
£2, x0)) on the separation betweenthe loopsdeterminesthe tension~
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a1 C
2

a C~

Fig. 16. Surfaceof minimal areaboundedby theloop C1 and C2 (whentheloopsareclosetogether).

Actually, the sameinformation can be extracted from the behavior of the
simpler operatorBa(C, .1, x0). For a large loop C, we have

(B,,(C, I, xe)) exp(—K~”~A(I)) exp(—K”~A(C)), (7.2)

whereA(C) is the areaof theminimal surfaceboundedby C. (Seefig. 17.) Since
A(.1) and A(C) can be varied independently,K~f~’~can be determined.(Or,
F,,(.1, x0) canbe usedto measureK~”~.)The calculationof ~ in weak-coupling
perturbationtheory is describedin appendixA. (In the strong-couplinglimit, we
haveK(dyn) = 0 — thereareno stablemagneticflux tubes.)

Obviously, the sameprocedurecanbeusedto calculatethe massof a vortex, in
2 + 1 dimensions.

The existenceof a stablestring(or vortex)canitself beusedto probethe phase
structureof the theory. In a confining phase,stablemagneticflux tubesdo not
exist; they “melt” due to magneticdisorder. If the G gaugesymmetryis sponta-
neouslybrokento a subgroupH, stablea stringsexist only if a E H. Otherwise,an
a string is the boundaryof a domainwall, which decaysas describedin subsect.

3.2.

/~dyn

C

class

Fig. 17. Theclassicalworld sheet£ctass andthedynamicalworld sheet£dyfl associatedwith the ‘t Hooft
loopoperatorB,,(C, £,j,,,, x0).
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If no stablea-stringexists,then Ba(C, .1, x
0) might not createa stablestring. If

it doesnot, its expectationvaluewill behave,for a largeloop C, like

(B,,(C, .1, x0)) exp(_K~h1)A(I)) exp(—m~”~P(C)), (7.3)

where P(C) is the perimeter of C. It may seem, then, that by measuring
KB,,(C, .1, x0)), anddeterminingwhetherit decaysas in eq.(7.2) or as in eq.(7.3),
we can find out whether a is contained in the unbrokensubgroupH or not.
However,therearesubtleties.Oneproblemis that theremaybe tradeoffbetween
the dependenceof (Ba(C, I, x0)) on A(I) and its dependenceon A(C). Eq.
(7.3) will apply if the domain wall boundedby .1 decaysby nucleatingan a

1
string that completelycancelsthe flux of the classicalstring sourceon .1. But it

may be that K~e~~)canbe reducedif the nucleatedstringonly partially screensthe
flux of the source.(We sawan instanceof thisphenomenonin the Z

6 examplethat
was discussedin subsect.4.2.) The advantagegainedfrom reducing K(ren) may
morethancompensatefor the cost of a non-vanishingk~h1); then B,, will decayas
in eq.(7.2), eventhougha ~ H.

Another complication can arise if the unbrokensubgroupH is not a normal

subgroupof G. For then a typical G conjugacyclasscontainsboth elementsthat
are in H and elementsthat are not in H. Recall that B,,(C, .1, x0) is actually
averagedover the G conjugacy class that contains a. One particular H-class

containedin this G-classwill dominatethe asymptoticbehaviorof (Ba(C, .1, x0)),
andwhethereq.(7.3) or eq.(7.2) appliesdependson which classdominates.

We will returnto the problemof finding a suitable orderparameter,that canbe
usedto identify H, in sect. 9.

7.2. MIXING

If the discretegaugegroup G is unbroken, then elementsof G in the same
conjugacyclassare associatedwith stringsthat transforminto eachotherunderthe
action of G. In the classicallimit, these“group eigenstate”stringsaredegenerate
energyeigenstates.(There is also a further degeneracyassociatedwith “parity,”
whichchangesthe orientation,andso transformsthe a stringinto the a~

1string.)
Quantummechanically,thesestatesmix with one another,andthe degeneracyis
lifted. The true energyeigenstatesare “chargeeigenstates”that transformaccord-
ing to irreducible representationsof G (andparity) [21].

This mixing can be computedusing the ‘t Hooft operator. We consider a
correlation function in which an a-loop is createdon C

1 and a b loop is
annihilated(or a b’ loop created)on C2, where b = gag~’for some g E G. It is
crucial that the two strings be definedwith respectto the samebasepoint x0.
Otherwise,we would averagea and b over the conjugacyclassindependently,and
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C~~

C
1 ~ a

(a) (b)
Fig. 18. Two contributions to the mixing of an a-string and a b-string. In (a), an ab~ string
spontaneouslynucleates,expands,meetsthe a-string,andconvertsit into a b-string. In (b), the a-string

shrinksandannihilates,thenthe b-stringnucleatesandgrows.

the correlation function would be dominatedby the propagationof an a-string
from C1 to C2, ratherthan the mixing of an a-stringwith a b-string.

Let C1 and C2 be two congruentloops, one directly abovethe otheras in fig.
18. The separationbetweenthe loops is largecomparedto the correlationlength
of the theory, but small comparedto the size of the loops. If the ab’ string is
stable,then, in theweak coupling limit, the correlationfunctionwill be dominated
by the configurationin fig. i8a. In this configuration,theworld-sheetsof the a and
b strings join, andthe loop atwhich theyjoin is the boundaryof theworld sheetof
an ab—1 string. If this configurationdominates,then

Ba,b_1(Cl, .1k, C2, .12, x0) exp(—K~”~A(.11)— K~”~A(.12))exp(—K~f~?A(C1)).

(7.4)

But if the ab—1 string is unstable,anddecaysto a widely separateda-stringand
b

1 string, then the configurationin fig. 18b will dominate.Here,the world-sheets

of the dynamicalstrings are stretchedtightly acrossC
1 and C2. If this configura-

tion dominates,then

B,,b—1(Cl, .1k, C2, £2, x0)

exp(_K(aren)A(.1l) — K~~~A(I2))exp(— (K”’~n) + K~~~1))A(Cl)).(7.5)

Thus,the mixing amplitude in the weak-couplinglimit is either

exp(—S~”~,”~)exp(— (K~’~’~+ K~”~)A(Ci)) (7.6)

or

(dyn)

exP(—S~~exP(—K,,blA(Cl)), (7.7)

whicheveris larger.
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12, b

Fig. 19. Linked world lines £, and£2 of a classicala-vortexanda classical b-vortex. If a andb donot
commute,then theclassicalvorticesmustexchangea dynamicalaba — ‘b — 1 vortex.Theexchangeoccurs

alongthe path P, theshortestpaththat connectsthetwo world-lines.(Comparefig. 5.)

Actually, theseare not themostgeneralpossibilities,for the ab 1 stringmaybe
unstable,andmaypreferto decayin someotherchannel.If the ab~1stringdecays
to n widely separatedstablestringsthat carry flux c

1, c2,... , c,,, thenwe find

exp(-S~) ~exP(_(~K~)A(Ci)). (7.8)

Theseresultswerepreviouslyderivedin ref. [21].

8. Interactions

8.1. ENTANGLEMENT AND HOLONOMY INTERACTIONS

The Aharonov—Bohminteractionbetweena classicalstringsourceanda classi-
cal chargedsourcewasstudiedin sect.6. Correlationfunctionscan alsobe usedto
studythe holonomyinteractionbetweentwo vortices(in 2 + 1 dimensions),or two
strings (in 3 + 1 dimensions),andalso the entanglementof strings.

In 2 + 1 dimensions,two loops£~and£2 canlink, as shownin fig. 19. Thenthe
quantity KFabCI1, £2, x0)) probeswhat happenswhen one vortex sourcewinds
around another.As we notedin sect.2, thereis a holonomyinteractionbetween
the vorticesif a and b do not commute;bothare conjugatedby ab [24,25].This
meansthat the vortexworld-lines cannotclose (the vortex pairscannotre-annihi-
late)unlessthereis an exchangeof topological quantumnumbersbetweenthe two
vortices.

An (ab)a(ab~’vortex becomesan a vortex, and an (ab)b(abY
1 vortex

becomesa b-vortex, if the flux aba ‘b’ flows from the b-vortexto the a-vortex ~‘.

* Herewe haveuseddifferentconventionsto assigngroupelementsto the entangledvortexworld-lines
than the conventionsusedin subsect.2.4 to assign group elementsto entangledstrings in three
spatialdimensions.
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Therefore,the quantumnumbersthat mustbeexchangedarethoseof an aba1b’
vortex. We thusfind, in the weak-couplinglimit,

KF,,b(II, £2, xe))

exp(—m~”~P(I
1)— m~’°P(I2)) exp(—maba~Ib-1L(Il, .12)). (8.1)

Here~ is the renormalizationof the massof a classicalvortex source,m~h1)is
the massof a dynamicalvortex, PCI) is the perimeterof I, and L(.11, .12) is the
length of the shortestpath that connects.I~and £2. (If the aba’b’ vortex is
unstable,then m~1~16_1 is replacedby the sum of the massesof the vortices to
which it decays.)

The leading behavior of weak-couplingperturbationtheory on the lattice is
found by identifying the configurationswith the minimal number of excited
plaquettes, as we described in sect. 6. To find the leading contribution to

KF,,6CI1, £2, x0)), we choosesurfaces121 and 122 that areboundedby .I~and £2

respectively,andconstructa configurationwith U1 = a on links in 12 ~‘ and U1 = b
on links in 12~’.But where 121 and 122 intersect, there is a string of excited
plaquetteswith

S~ge,p= 13x”°(aba~b
1)+ c.c. (8.2)

(Seefig. 20.) By choosing 121 and 112 so that this string has minimal length, we
obtain eq.(8.1).

(If the aba 1b — vortex is unstable,then the dominant configurationin the
weak-couplinglimit is found by a slightly modified procedure.Either I~or £2, or

b

b

~ ,~a ~ ~

Fig. 20. A plaquette(shaded)containedin theintersectionof f2~and I2~’.
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b

~1,a ~aba_1b_1

Fig. 21. World-sheets£, and £2 of a classical a-string and classical b-string that intersect at two
isolatedpoints. (Only a slice through£2 is shown.)The indicatedshadedregionis theworld sheetof a

dynamicalaba ‘b 1 stringthat connectsthe two classicalstrings.

both, becomesthe boundaryof severalsurfaces12~,or u1~.The link configuration
is chosenso that U1 = c~on 12~”and U1 = d1 on 12~’~,where Ilc, = a andlId3 = b.
Thesesurfacesintersectalong severalstrings that connect the two world-lines;
thus,the classicalvorticesexchangeseveralseparateddynamicalvortices.)

In 3 + 1 dimensions,stringslabeledby non-commutinggroupelementsbecome

entangledwhen theycross,as we describedin subsect.2.4. Stringworld-sheetsin
four dimensionsgenericallyintersectat isolatedpoints.(A pointof intersectionis a
type of “instanton.”) Considersurfaces.1~and .12 that crossat two points, as
shown in fig. 21. Becausethe stringsentangle,an a world sheeton .1~and a b
world sheeton £2 becomejoined by the world sheetof an aba~b~

1string. Thus,
in the weak-couplinglimit, we find

KF,,~(I
1,£2, x0))

~~exp(_K~h1)A(Il) _~~I4ren)A(.I2))exp(—K~’

11b-lA(Zl, .12)), (8.3)

where ACI
1, £2) is the areaof the minimal surfacethat joins .1~and .12. Again,

this resultis easilyverified usingweak-couplingperturbationtheoryon the lattice.
It is also instructiveto considerKF,,b(.1l, .12, x0)) where the surfaces.11 and

.12 havethe topologyshown in fig. 22. Here .1~is a torus that links oncewith the
sphere .12. As before, 11~ and 112 unavoidably intersect along a surface of

aba~b
1 ~

~ a

c~J
Fig. 22. World-sheetsZ~and£2 of a classicala-stringand aclassicalb-string. (Only a slice through£2

is shown.) £, is a torus that links with £2. The shadedregion is the world-sheetof a dynamical
aba~b~’string.
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frustratedplaquettes;we find the leadingbehaviorof <F,,
6(.11, £2, x0)) by choos-

ing 12, and 122 so that this intersectionhasminimal area.The result is againeq.
(8.3). But now, if thewidth of thetorus is small comparedto the sizeof the sphere,
ACI1, £2) is the areaof the minimal slice throughthe torus.

To interpret this result,we recall the observationin subsect.2.3, that when a
loop of a-stringwinds arounda loop of b-string,it becomesa loopof bab string.

We may regardfig. 22 as a depictionof aprocessin space-time,in which ioopsof
a and a~ string are produced,the a-loopwinds aroundthe b-string, and the a
and a~’strings thenannihilate.But becauseof the Aharonov—Bohminteraction
betweenthe strings, this processis disallowed; an a~

1loop cannot annihilatea
bab~’loop. Therefore, <F,,~(.E

1,£2, x0)) is suppressedby the amplitude for the
bab string to become,via quantumtunneling, an a-string. Indeed,comparing
with eq.(7.7), we seethat

exp(—S~~_i)~ (8.4)

is the suppressionfactorin eq. (8.3).

8.2. CHESHIRE CHARGEAND THE BORROMEAN RINGS

As discussedin subsect.2.2, it is an inevitableconsequenceof the non-abelian

Aharonov—Bohmphenomenonthat a loop of string(or apairof vortices)cancarry
charge,and can exchangechargewith other chargedobjects[5,12,13]. Let ussee
how this propertyis reflected in the behaviorof the correlationfunctions of our
stringoperators[30].

Considerthe following process(in 2 + 1 dimensions),depictedin fig. 23. First,a
pair consistingof an a-vortexand its anti-vortexspontaneouslyappears;the total

~ (v)

a
Fig. 23. The Borromeanrings. £~is the world-line of an a-vortex, £2 is the world-line of a b-vortex,
and C is the world-line of a chargedparticle that transformsas the representation(v). The charged
particle transfers charge to the a vortex—antivortex pair, and the chargeis subsequentlydetectedvia

the Aharonov—Bohm interaction of the pair with the b-vortex.
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42

~

Fig. 24. Non-intersectingsurfaces11, andfl
2 that areboundedby thevortexworld-lines £~and £2.

chargeof the pair is trivial. Thenachargedparticlein the representation(i.’) winds
counterclockwisearound the a-vortex; thus, chargeis transferredto the vortex
pair, as describedin subsect.2.2. Next, a b-vortex winds around the (charged)
vortex pair, acquiringan Aharonov—Bohmphasethat is sensitiveto the chargeof
the pair. Then the (t.’) particlewinds clockwisearound the a-vortex,discharging

thepair. Finally, the a-vortexandanti-vortexre-unite andannihilate.
If the vorticesandchargedparticleare treatedas classicalsources,this process

is capturedby the correlationfunction <F,,~(Z1,.12, x0)W~”~(C)),where thethree
loops.1k, .12 andC areconfiguredas in fig. 23. This is a topologicallynon-trivial
joining of threeloops known as the “Borromeanrings;” no two loopsare linked,
yet the loops cannot be separatedwithout crossing. Because this correlation
function has the space-timeinterpretation describedabove, we may anticipate
that, when the threeloops are joined but far apart, <F,,bCIl, .12, x0)W(~)(C))
differs from its valuefor large unjoinedloopsby a topological multiplicative factor
— the Aharonov—Bohm phaseacquiredby the b-vortex that winds around the
chargedvortex pair.

To calculateA~(I1, .12, x0 C), we proceed,as usual,by finding the configu-
rationof the link variablessuch that,when Fab is inserted,thereareno frustrated

plaquettes.We pick surfaces12k, boundedby I~,and 122, boundedby .12, that do
not intersect;such surfacesare shown in fig. 24. We then choose(up to a gauge
transformation)

U1=a, lEu1~”,

U1=b, 1E11~’,

U~=e, l~u2~’U12~’. (8.5)
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Now we computeW~(C)in this configuration.As is clear in fig. 24, the loop C
crossesfirst 12~in a positive sense,then 122 in a negativesense,then 12~in a
negativesense,andfinally 112 in a positivesense,before closing.Thecorrespond-
ing path-orderedexponentialis ba’b1a, and taking a traceyields [30]

lim(A~(I
1,£2, x0 C))~~x(aba

1b1). (8.6)

We shouldverify that the factor(8.6) canbeinterpretedastheAharonov—Bohm

phaseacquiredby a b-vortexthatwindsarounda vortex pair with Cheshirecharge.
The interpretationis easiestif we explicitly averagea over the representativesof
the class to which it belongs.If this averagingis not performed, then thereis a
correlationbetweenthe choiceof the classrepresentativethat is usedto measure
the charge,and the choice of the classrepresentativefor the string that is being
measured;this correlation makes the interpretationof the measurementmore
complicated.Of course, averaginga and b over class representativesindepen-
dently is equivalentto defining a and b with referenceto distinct basepoints;we
have

~ (F,,(~,x
0)F~(I2,y0)W(~)(C)) — 1 1 (v)

1b -l

im (F(.1 xo))(Fb(1
2, y0))(W~~(C))— nG gEG ~x (gag ga g

(8.7)

We recall from the discussionin subsect.2.2that,whenaparticlein representa-
tion (~)winds aroundoneof the vorticesof a pair that is initially uncharged,the
final stateof thevortex pair is a superpositionof stateswith variousvaluesof the
charge. Eq. (8.7) gives the expectation value of the Aharonov—Bohm phase
acquiredby a b vortex thatwindsaroundthe chargedpair. If p~,is the probability
that the vortex pair transformsas the irreduciblerepresentation~t, thenwe have

= — ~ i~~(gag_1bga_ig_1b_1). (8.8),~ n,~ nGgEGnv

Indeed,eq. (8.8) can be verified directly, with p,~,given by eqs.(2.11) and (2.10).
Detailswill be presentedelsewhere[30].

The abovediscussioncanbe applied,with hardly any modification,to the case

of chargedstringloops, in 3 + 1 dimensions.Thereis an analogof the Borromean
ring configuration,in which two disjoint closed surfacesare joined by a closed
loop, althoughthe loop is not linked with eithersurface.Eq. (8.7) holds, if .112 are
surfaces,and C is a loop, in this configuration.
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9. Gauge—Higgssystems

9.1. WEAKCOUPLING

In this section, we will considermodelswith Higgs fields coupled to gauge

fields. We wish to investigatethe screeningof gaugecharges— andof Aharonov—
Bohm interactions — due to the Higgsmechanism.

For a gaugesystemwith (discrete)gaugegroup G, we introducea Higgs field
~, definedon sites, that takesvaluesin G. We then include in the action of the
model the term

SHiggs= — ~y~~(x ((41U~)
1)+c.c.), (9.1)

/~ l

where the sum runsover all irreducible representations(~~)of G. (Compareeq.
(4.3).)Supposethat some of the are large(>> 1), while all othersare small(or
zero).Then,we cananalyzethebehaviorof thismodelusingperturbativemethods.

In the weak-coupling limit —~ ~, qf
1U4 becomesrestrictedto the kernel of

the representation(~)at each link, and so U~is also “frozen” to the kernel at
eachplaquette.Thus, G becomes“spontaneouslybroken” to the subgroupH =

Ker(D~).By choosingseveralof the to be large,we canbreakG to thekernel
of a reducible representation.Indeed,breakdownto any normal subgroupof G
canbe achievedin this way, since every normal subgroupis the kernelof some
representation.

Of course,we know from the usualcontinuumweak-couplinganalysisthatmore
generalpatternsof symmetrybreakdownarepossible.In that analysis, the Higgs
field residesin the vector spaceon which a representationof G acts, and, in
principle, the unbrokensubgroupcould be the stability groupof any vectorin this
space.In the model with SHj~Sgivenby (9.1), thesemore generalpatternsarenot
obtainedwhen all of the Higgs couplingseither vanish or are very large. They
might, of course,be obtainedat intermediatecoupling. After suitable block-spin

transformationsare performed, the effective theory that describesthe infrared
behaviorof the modelwould be a “continuum” theory for which the usualanalysis
could apply.

Anyway, with the breaking of G to a normal subgroupH implemented as
describedabove,we can proceedto calculatethe ABOP A~’kI,x

0 C) in weak-

coupling perturbation theory, and so probe the fate of the Aharonov—Bohm
interaction in the Higgs model. The calculationgives the expectedresults. But
thereis onedifficulty.

The problem is that the irreducible representation(i’) of G is typically a
reduciblerepresentationof the subgroupH. In general,just oneof the irreducible
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representationsof H that is containedin (~)will dominatethe asymptoticbehavior
of W~kC)when the loop C is large. So it is the Aharonov—Bohminteractionof
this H representationwith an a-stringthat is probedby ~ In fact, if (i’) contains
the trivial H representation,then this will dominateat weakcoupling,and (At,,”~)
will behavetrivially eventhough(~)may contain otherH-representationsthat do
haveAharonov—Bohminteractionswith the string.

We haveencountereda generalproblemwith the interpretationof (Ar) that
ariseswhenever G is non-abelian and is partially broken. If (A~) behaves
non-trivially for somechoiceof a, thenwe know that anunscreenedchargemust
dominateW~”~by varying a, we canobtain information aboutthe representation

accordingto which this chargetransforms.But if (A~)behavestrivially for all a,
we know only that ~ is dominatedby a screenedcharge.We haveno a priori
knowledge of how this chargetransforms, or of how other H-representations

containedin (v) interact with strings. This problem complicatesthe task of
inferring H from the behaviorof our correlationfunctions.

9.2. STRINGSTABILITY

We notedin subsect.7.1 that, if G is a discretegroup, then the existence(or
not) of a stablestringwith flux a E G providesa criterionfor determiningwhether
a is containedin the unbrokengroup H. It may seem,then, that the operator
B,,(C, I, x

0), which createsan a-string,canbeusedto probetherealizationof the
G gaugesymmetry. But there are two problems.

First, wheninsertedin a Greenfunction with gauge-invariantoperators,B,, is
actuallyaveragedover the G conjugacyclassto which a belongs.This classmay
contain some elementsthat are in the unbrokengroupH and some that arenot,
which complicatesthe interpretationof (B,,).

Second,even if no elementof the class that contains a is in H, B,,(C, .1, x0)
may neverthelesscreatea stablestring. This canhappen,as we sawin subsect.4.2,
dueto the competitionbetweenthe renormalizationof the tensionof the classical
stringthat propagateson I and the tensionof the dynamicalstringwhoseworld
sheetis boundedby C.

Let us ignore the secondproblem for the moment, and addressthe first. We
first note that the situationis relativelysimple if H is a normalsubgroupof G. In
that case,a given G conjugacyclassis eitherentirely containedin H or is disjoint
from H. By studying B,, for variousclassrepresentatives,we candeterminewhich

classesarecontainedin H, andso reconstructH.
The general case is somewhatmore complicated, and B,, by itself is not

sufficient to completelydeterminethe unbrokensubgroupH. Instead,one wayto
proceedis the following: If G = {a1, a2, . . ., a,,0) is a finite group of order n0,
consider

(Bai,,2 a(Ci, .1k, C2, .12,.. - , Cn0, £,,~, x0)), (9.2)
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in which all group elementsappear. Choosethe loops to be large and widely

separated,with their sizesorderedaccordingto

A(C1) >>A(C2) >> ... >>-A(C,,0). (9.3)

Now B,,ia2 is effectively averagedovergaugetransformationsat the basepoint,
and so may be replacedby

— ~ Bga1g_~,g,,~g_iga g~i(Ci,I~,C2, £2,..., C,,, ~ x0). (9.4)
G gaG

The expectationvalueis dominatedby the configurationsthat minimize

K~9-iA(I1) + K~-iA(C1) (9.5)

(whereK~f~”~= 0 for a ~ H). This condition may not determine g uniquely.Among
those g that minimize eq. (9.5), the dominant configurations are such that

+ K~~~~A(C2)is also minimized.And so on. Now by varying A(C) and
ACI) independently,we find the group elementsa for which = 0. We thus
determinethe unbrokensubgroupup to one overall conjugacyH —* gHg

1. This
ambiguity is expected;it correspondsto the freedomto changethe embeddingof
H in G by performinga gaugetransformation.(Of course,the calculationof eq.
(9.2) involvesan averagewith respectto this embedding.)

In passing,we havefound the tensionof all of the stablestringsassociatedwith
thevarious elementsof H.

If G is abelian,as in the discussionin subsect.4.2, then we canovercomethe
secondproblem(that B,, may createa stablestringevenfor a ~ G) easily enough.
By measuring~ we can determinethe Aharonov—Bohminteractionsof the

stringcreatedby B,,, andso identify the flux of the stringasbelongingto H. If G is
non-abelian,though, life is morecomplicated.For aswe notedabove,we haveno
a priori knowledgeof what H-representationdominatesthe asymptoticdecayof

W°’~.While it seemsaltogether physically reasonablethat the stability and
Aharonov—Bohminteractionsof stringscanbeusedto identify an unbrokengauge

groupH, it is not so easilyto specifyhow this shouldbe donewith gauge-invariant
correlationfunctions.

9.3. THE VOOP

— Anotherpromisingprobeof chargescreeningin a gaugetheoryis the “vacuum
overlaporderparameter”(VOOP)proposedby FredenhagenandMarcu[17,18,20].
Let uscompareandcontrastthe VOOP with the Aharonov—Bohmorderparame-
ter that hasbeendiscussedin this paper.
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Fig. 25. The path P from y to x that is usedto construct the gauge-invariantcorrelationfunction
K~~(x,y, P). A classical chargedparticle propagatesalong P, and a dynamical chargedparticle

propagatesfrom x to y.

Supposethat an H gaugetheorycontainsa matterfield I~ that transformsas
the irreduciblerepresentation(~)of H. If the local H-symmetryis unbroken,and
the representation().L) is not confinedor screened,then (loosely speaking)the
field I~should createa stableparticle. We can expressthis in gauge-invariant
language.If x andy aredistantlyseparatedpoints,and P~,,is a path from y to x,
considerthe non-localgauge-invariantoperator

K°~(x,y, P~~)= 11 u1)i~. (9.6)

If cI~’~createsa free charge,then this chargemustpropagatebetweenx and y,

as in fig. 25. Thus,we have

(K~(x, y, P)) exp(—M~)L(P))exp(—M~i x —y I), (9.7)

whereM,~ is the massof the stableparticle createdby ‘Ifl, and ~ is the
renormalizationof the massof the classicalsourcepropagatingalong P. (Here,

L(P) is the length of P, and x — y is the distancefrom x to y.) Since~ can
be determinedindependentlyby measuring(W~(C))(or by varying L(P) with

I x — y I fixed), eq. (9.7) canbe usedto find ~ But if the representation(p.) is
screened(or confined),then (K~(x,y, P)> will becomeindependentof x — y I
for largeseparation;in effect, we haveK~= 0, with Md~definedby eq. (9.7).
Thus,FredenhagenandMarcu suggestedthat M~> 0 if andonly if ~ creates
a free charge.

This constructionis obviouslycloselysimilar to our discussionin subsect.7.1 of

string stability, andit suffersfrom relatedproblems.Supposethat, in a modelwith
gauge group G, spontaneousbreakdown to a subgroup H occurs. Then, an
irreduciblerepresentation(p.) of G containsvariousirreduciblerepresentationsof
H. It may be that amongtheserepresentationsare some that can exist as free

charges,andothers that are screened.We might expect,then, that the screened
charges dominate (K~), so that ~ = 0 even though (p.) contains some
unscreenedrepresentationsof H. Eventhis is not clear; becauseof the competi-
tion betweenM,~,,,and Mren in eq.(9.7), the free chargesmay actuallydominate.
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Becauseof thesedifficulties, it is not at all easy, in general,to identify the
unbrokengaugegroupH basedon the behaviorof (K~(x, y, P)).

9.4. ORDER PARAMETERS: SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS

The existenceof stable cosmic strings (or vortices), and of Aharonov—Bohm
interactionsbetweenstringsandfree charges,canbe usedto identify andclassify
the various phasesof a gaugetheory. Yet, becauseof the problems discussed
above, it proves difficult to formulate a generalprocedurethat unambiguously

specifiesthe realizationof the gaugesymmetry, e.g. the “unbroken” subgroup.
This is surprising(to us), but we are reluctantto attachany fundamentalsignifi-
canceto it.

In fact, though,just becauseof theseproblems,the “phasestructure”of certain
gaugetheoriesmay be richer than one might naively expect.For example, if the
gaugegroup G is “spontaneouslybroken” to H, then, as we haveremarked,just

oneof the irreducibleH representationscontainedin theG representation(r’) will
dominatetheasymptoticbehaviorof (W°~(C)>.On somesurfacein the parameter
spaceof the theory,a “crossover”mayoccur,wherethis H-representationchanges.
Thus,the orderparameter~ might be non-analyticon this surface.However,no
changein symmetry occurs on this surface,and it shouldnot be regardedas a
genuinephaseboundary.

Formostof the discussionin this paper,we havetakenthe gaugegroup G to be

a discretegroup.Thereis no obstacle,however,to generalizingour results to the
casewhereG is a continuousgroup.

10.Electric flux tubes and dynamical monopoles

In this paper,we havesystematicallydiscussedthe Aharonov—Bohminterac-
tions betweenmagneticflux tubesand electric charges,which can occur in the
Higgs phaseof a gaugetheory. Central to the discussionhas beenthe effect of
quantum-mechanicalelectricchargefluctuationson the interaction.

There is anothertype of Aharonov—Bohminteraction,which canoccur in the

confiningphaseof a gaugetheory-theinteractionbetweenan electric flux tubeand
a magneticcharge.The existenceof such interactionshasbeennotedpreviously
[5,9,22,23]as have the implications concerningthe “magnetic hair” carried by
black holes [5,9]. But the effectsof quantum-mechanicalmagneticchargefluctua-
tions on this incarnationof the Aharonov—Bohmphenomenonhave not been
analyzedbefore.

In this section,we will developa quantumfield-theoretictreatmentof electric

flux tubesin a confininggaugetheorythatcontainsdynamicalmagneticmonopoles,
andwill investigatethe interactionsof flux tubeswith monopoles.This treatment,
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of course,will be closelysimilar to our theoryof magneticflux tubes,in a Higgs
phase.

First, we will describe(following closely the work of Srednicki and Susskind
[23] — how dynamicalmagneticmonopolesare introducedinto a lattice gauge
theory. Thenwe will constructa generalizedWilson ioop operatorthatcreatesan
electric flux tube that has Aharonov—Bohminteractionswith the monopoles.By
studying the properties of the correlation functions of this operator,we will
investigate the effect of magneticchargefluctuations on the Aharonov—Bohm
effect.

10.1. MAGNETIC MONOPOLESON THE LATFICE

For definiteness,we will considera gaugetheorywith gaugegroup SU(N). A

pureSU(N)gaugetheory(no matter),or a theorywith the matterfields transform-
ing trivially underthe center~N of SU(N), admitsmagneticmonopoleswith ZN

magneticcharges.(Fields that transformunder1N would be ableto seethe Dirac

stringof such a monopole;that is, the monopolewith minimal 7~Nchargewould
not satisfy the Dirac quantizationcondition.)If SU(N)/ZN is actually the unbro-
ken gaugesymmetryof an underlyingtheory with simply connectedgaugegroup
G ~ SU(N)/ZN, whereG is brokenvia theHiggsmechanism,thensuchmonopoles
ariseas topologicalsolitons.For example,therearemodelswith G = Spin(N2— 1)
brokento SU(N)/ZN that contain 1N monopoles.

The (usual)‘t Hooft loop operator B(C) insertsa world line of a ZN monopole
along the closedloop C. But the monopoleintroducedby an ‘t Hooft loop is a

classicalsource,not a dynamicalobject.We wish to elevatethe monopolesto the
statusof dynamicaldegreesof freedom,and introduce a coupling constantthat
controlsthe effectsof virtual monopoles.

It is most convenientto choosethe dynamicalvariable to be a “Dirac string
field” that is summedover in the path integral.On the lattice, this field associates
with each plaquette P a quantity ~ E 7~N,which may be regardedas the 1N

magneticflux carried by a Dirac string that piercesthat plaquette. If the total
magneticflux enteringa cubeof the latticeis nontrivial, then amagneticmonopole
resides in that cube. Of course, since the Dirac strings themselvesmust be

unobservable,this theory should respect, as well as the usual SU(N) local
symmetry,an additional1N local symmetrythatdeformstheDirac strings(without,
of course,changingwherethe monopolesare).

The constructionof this theorywasdescribedby SrednickiandSusskind[23]. In
the absenceof matterfields, it hasthe action

S= —/3 ~ tr(~~U~)—A ~ ~ (10.1)
plaquettesP cubesc
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where

~= i~I~ (10.2)
PEC

is the productof the six ~, associatedwith the orientedfacesof the cubec; in
otherwords,~ is the ZN magneticchargeinsidec.

The extraZN local symmetryrespectedby this theoryis definedon links; it acts
accordingto

n: Ui~e2~I~h/’NU
1,

?Jp~e
2~”~p, 1EP, (10.3)

where n = 0, 1, 2,. . . , N— 1. This transformationmoves the Dirac stringswithout
changingthe magneticcharge~ or the magneticflux ‘q~U~that appearsin the
gaugefield plaquetteaction. (The quantity U~is not invariant under the extra
local symmetry,andso is unphysical; it canbe interpretedas a fictitious magnetic
flux that includesa contributionfrom the (unobservable)Dirac string that crosses
P.)

The couplingconstantA controlsthestrengthof the effectsof virtual monopoles.

ForA <<1, magneticchargefluctuationsoccur copiously, but for A >> 1, magnetic
chargefluctuationsare strongly suppressed.In the limit A —~ ~, the monopoles
freezeout, and eq. (10.1)becomesthe usualWilson action.

Matter fields canbecoupledto the gaugetheory in the usualway. For example
if ~/,~ SU(N) is definedon sites(labeledby i), we may define

Smatter= —y ~ x~((çb’Uqfi)
1) + c.c.. (10.4)

links

Thisis invariantunderthe local symmetryeq.(10.3) only if ZN is containedin the
kernel of the representation(R). Of course, this is just the Dirac quantization
condition — the matter fields must be chosenso that the string of a monopoleis
invisible. We may introduce matter fields that are only invariant under some
subgroupof ZN, but thenwe must restrictthe ~, to takevaluesin that subgroup.

10.2. WILSON LOOP OPERATOR

Now we want to definea Wilson loop operatorW(v)(C) that createsan electric
flux tubeon the loop C. But the usualconstruction

w(v)(C) = —x°’~(flUi) (10.5)
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is not invariant underthe local symmetry eq. (10.3)unlessZN is containedin the
kernelof the representation(i.’). The operatorW~(C)is physically sensible,then,
only if the string createdby it has no Aharonov—Bohminteraction with a ZN
monopole.In fact, in the SU(N) theory definedby eq. (10.1), this operator does
not createa stable flux tube at all — even at strong coupling (/3 ~ 1), glue
fluctuationscausethe stringto break.

An operatorthat createsa stableelectric flux tube that doeshaveAharonov—
Bohm interactionswith monopolescannotdependon the loop C alone; it must
also dependon a surfaceI that is boundedby C. After our discussionof the ‘t
Hooft operatorin subsect.5.3, this comesas no surprise.A (naive) Wilson loop
operator,in the presenceof monopoles,is a multi-valuedobject, for it acquiresa
non-trivial Aharonov—Bohmphasewhentheloop windsarounda magneticcharge.
To constructa single-valuedobject,we introducea branchcut on thesurfaceI, so
that the operatorjumps discontinuouslywhena monopolecrossesI. We augment
the naive Wilson loop operator,then, by a factor that counts the total magnetic
flux of the Dirac strings thatcross .1, obtaining

W~(C,I) -~-X(v)((~ u1)( fl ~. (10.6)
n~ InC Pal

This operatoris invariant undereq. (10.3), for any representation(v) of SU(N),

andof courseit reducesto W~(C)if (i.’) representsZN trivially.
We may also considerthe degeneratecasein which the loop C shrinks to a

point. If (v) representsZN faithfully, then the operator

G(v)(I) = ~ (10.7)

inserts the world-sheetof a tube with minimal ZN electric flux, as a classical
source,on the surface.1. (Of course,if (~)representsZN trivially, then the flux
tube is invisible, andthe operatoris trivial.) If we think of the surface.1 as lying in
a time slice, thenG(I) hasanotherinterpretation;it is amagneticchargeoperator
that measuresthe total ZN magneticflux through I. Obviously, GCI) is the
magneticanalogyof the operatorthat we called F(.X) in sect. 4.

Note also that if matter is introducedas in eq. (10.4), an operatorcan be
constructedthat createsa separatedparticle—antiparticlepair; it is

x~ fl U1)~ , (10.8)
I np,,

whereP,1 is a path from the site i to the site j. This operatoris invariantunder
the local symmetry, if (R) representsZN trivially.
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10.3. ‘t HOOFTLOOP OPERATOR

We can also constructan ‘t Hooft loop operatorB,,(C); it insertson the world
line C a classicalmonopolesourcewith ZN magneticchargen = 1, 2, . . . , N — 1.
Alternatively, we may interpret B,,(C), acting in a time slice, asan operatorthat
createsa loop of magneticflux tubeon C.

The constructionof this ‘t Hooft operatormay be carriedout in muchthe same
way as in a gaugetheorywithout dynamicalmonopoles.We regardC as a closed

loop composedof links of the dual lattice, and we chosean arbitrarysurface .1
(composedof plaquettesof the dual lattice) whoseboundaryis C. Dual to the
plaquettesof .1 is a set .1* of plaquettesof the original lattice. Now, if thereare
no dynamicalmonopoles,we regardthe qp as classical(non-fluctuating)variables.
Then, to evaluatea Green function with an insertion of B~(C),we modify the
plaquetteactionon the plaquettesin .1*, by choosing

~= e2”~”~’PEI*.

P~Z~K. (10.9)

Whenthereare dynamicalmonopoles,however,andthe q~,are in the configura-

tion eq. (10.9), the cubesthat aredual to the links of C are frustrated.Thus,this
configurationrepresentsa dynamicalmonopolepropagatingon the world line C.

Since we want the operatorB,,(C) to introduce a classicalmonopolesource,we
should modify the cube action so that the configuration eq. (10.9) does not
frustrateany cubes.Thus,we evaluatea Greenfunctionwith aninsertionof B,,(C)
by changingthe cubeaction accordingto

~ cEC*. (10.10)Equivalently,we have

B,,(C)= fJ ~ (10.11)
cnC*

This operatoris the magneticanalogof the Wilson loop operator.

In the weakly-coupledgaugetheorywithout dynamicalmonopoles,the ‘t Hooft
loop operatorcreatesa stablemagneticflux tube, and <B,,(C)) exhibitsarea-law
decay.But whentherearedynamicalmonopoles,B,,(C) alwaysexhibitsperimeter-
law decay.The interpretationis clear.For anyfinite A, a ZN magneticflux tube is
unstable,for thetubecanbreakvia nucleationof a monopole—antimonopolepair.

Note that the operatordefinedby eq.(10.11)makessenseeven if C is an open
path ratherthana closedloop. That is, we may definein like fashionan operator

B~(P~.~)= fT exp(A(e2 n,’N

7 — ~ + c.c.)), (10.12)
caP,,
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wherei and j aresitesof the dual lattice,and F,, is a pathconnectingthesesites.
Thisoperatorcreatesa monopole—antimonopolepair, connectedby a Dirac string;
it can be used to computethe massof a dynamical monopole.Obviously, it is
closely analogousto the operatoreq.(10.8).

Having now in handtheoperatorB~(C)that introducesa classicalZN monopole
on the world-line C, and the operatorG~(I) that introducesa classical ZN
electric flux tube on the world sheetI, we are ready to constructthe operator,
analogousto A~(I, C), that probesthe Aharonov—Bohminteractionbetween
monopolesand electric flux tubes;it is

G(v)(I)B,,(C)
E~~(IC) = . (10.13)

“ ‘ (G~~~(.Z))KB,,(C))

If thereis an infinite-rangeAharonov—Bohminteraction, the expectationvalue of
this operatorwill havethe asymptoticbehavior

lim(E~)= iX~((e2~1n/N)~~), (10.14)

wherekCI, C) is the linking numberof I andC.
Finally, we remark that it is straightforwardto generalizethe constructionin

sect.5, anddefinean operatorthat createsa loop of non-abeliancosmicstring,in
a theory that contains dynamicalmonopoles.We needonly be cognizantof the

changein the plaquetteaction that occurs when dynamical monopolesare in-
cluded;a stringthat carriesflux a E SU(N) is now createdby

B,,(C, .1, x0) = flexp{i3(tr(J/~aV1~i~Up)—tr(iipUp)) +c.c.}, (10.15)

where I is a surfaceon the dual lattice,boundedby the loop C. When C shrinks
to a point, we obtain the operatorF,,(I, x0) that introducesa classicalstring
sourceon the closedworld-sheet .1.

10.4. MONOPOLECONDENSATION

A pure SU(N) gaugetheory, without dynamical monopoles, is confining at
strong coupling. For /3 .~z1, gaugefield fluctuations are unsuppressed,and the
resulting magneticdisorder gives rise to stable electric flux tubes. We want to
explorehow dynamicalmagneticmonopolesmodify the physicsof this theory.

First, we consider the parameterregime /3 <<1 and A <<1, so that virtual
monopolesareunsuppressed.It is easyto anticipatewhat will happen.A “mono-
polecondensate”will form, which, in effect,will spontaneouslybreakthe local ZN

symmetryof the theory. Thus,the electricflux tubewill becomethe boundaryof a
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domain wall. As usual, this domain wall will decayby quantum tunneling — an
electric flux tube will spontaneouslynucleate,and expand,consumingthe wall.
Thus, therewill be no stableelectricflux tubes,and no infinite rangeAharonov—
Bohm interactionbetweenflux tubesandmonopoles.

We can checkwhetherthis expectationis correct in strong-couplingperturba-
tion theory. Weproceedby expandinge

5p1a5in powers of /3 at eachplaquette,and

e~ in powersof A at eachcube.Roughlyspeaking,the termsthat survivewhen
the (I,. and ,~aresummedareonessuchthat a set of “tiled” cubesforms a closed

(three-dimensional)hypersurface,or else the tiled cubesform an openhypersur-
face that is boundedby a (two-dimensional)surfaceof tiled plaquettes.In other
words, strong-couplingperturbationtheory can be interpretedas a sum over
historiesfor (heavilysuppressed)domainwalls boundedby electric flux tubes.

Consider, now, the behavior of G~(I), where (f) denotesthe defining
representationof SU(N). If /3 = 0, then the leadingcontributionto (G~(I)), for
A .~ 1, is obtainedby tiling the minimal hypersurfacethat is boundedby .1; thus
we have

(10.16)

The interpretationis that G~~kI)is theboundaryof a domainwall, wherethe wall

tensionis a- —‘ —�~ ln(1/A) (� is the lattice spacing).But for /3 > 0, this domain
wall is unstable.Whenthe surface.1 is very large, a much larger contributionto
(G~~k.1))is obtainedby tiling theplaquettesof .1; this contributionis

(10.17)

(As /3 —~ 0, the electricflux tubebecomesarbitrarily heavy,andthedomainwall is
arbitrarily long-lived.)

Accordingly, theoperator~ .1) doesnot createa stableelectric flux tube.
The leadingbehaviorof its expectationvalue, too, is found by tiling the plaquettes
of .1, so that

Kw~f~(C,I)) (/3/N)~. (10.18)

There is no dependenceon the area of the minimal surface boundedby C
(compareeq. (7.2)), signifying that the dynamicalflux tube createdby ~ .1)

hasvanishingtension.
It is obvious that the leading contribution to <Gw(I)) is unaffectedby an

insertionof B,,(C), evenif C and .1 link. Sowe have

lim(E~/~(I,C)) = 1; (10.19)

thereis no long-rangeAharonov—Bohminteraction.
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Incidentally,we could havechosenthe cubeaction to be

S,.= —A(~~)m+c.c.. (10.20)

Then, in effect, for A ~ 1, charge-rnmonopolescondense;this breaksthe local
symmetryto ZM, where M is the greatestcommonfactor of N and m (compare
sect. 4). In other words, W~(C,.1) does createa stable flux tube, if a source
transformingas the representation(v) hasno Aharonov—Bohminteractionwith a
charge-rnmonopole(so that the tube is not the boundaryof a wall), and if (v)

representsZM non-trivially (so that the tubedoesnotbreak).

10.5. MAGNETIC HAIR

Now we considerthe regime/3 -~ 1 and A>> 1. In this limit, virtual monopoles
are heavily suppressed.We anticipatethat quantum-mechanicalmagneticcharge
fluctuations will not wipe out the infinite-range Aharonov—Bohm interaction
betweenmonopolesand electricflux tubes.

Again, we can check this expectationagainstperturbationtheory. Weak-cou-
pling perturbationtheory, for A>> 1 is an expansionin the numberof frustrated
cubes.The frustrated cubes form closed loops that we may interpret as the
world-linesof virtual monopoles.Theexpansionin /3, asbefore, is an expansionin
the numberof tiled plaquettes.The tiled plaquettesform closedsurfacesthat we

may interpretas the world-sheetsof electric flux tubes.Perturbationtheory, then,
is a sumover historiesfor (heavily suppressed)magneticmonopolesand electric

flux tubes.
For example, consider(G~~kI)).The leading non-trivial contribution arises

from a configurationsuchthat (in a particular gauge) i~, = e±2~i/Nfor a single
plaquetteP containedin 1*, while ~ = 1 for all other plaquettes.Flipping one
plaquettefrustratesfour cubes,so this contributiongives

~ ~ (10.21)
n= ±1

Summingdisconnectedcontributionscausesthe result to exponentiate;we find

(Gw(I)) exp(—K~”~Area(I)), (10.22)

where

�2K(ren)~..2(1—cos(2ir/N)) exp(—8A[1 —cos(2ir/N)]) (10.23)

(and e is the lattice spacing). The interpretation is that, because of the
Aharonov—Bohminteractionbetweenmonopolesand flux tubes,inserting Gw(I)
modifies the contributionto the vacuumenergydueto virtual monopolepairs that
wind around.1, resulting in a renormalizationof the tensionof the classicalstring
source.
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Whenwe compute(W~~~(C,.1)), a similar renormalizationof the tensionof the
classicalstring on .1 occurs.But in addition, for /3 << 1, the configurationsthat
contributehavea surfaceof tiled plaquettesboundedby C. The leadingbehavior,
then,is

KW~f)(C,.1)) (p/N)~~’~exp(—K~’~Area(I)). (10.24)

Weconcludethat W~f~(C,.1) createsa stableelectric flux tubewith string tension

�
2K~~—’—ln(f3/N). (10.25)

Whenthe operatorB,,(C) is inserted,it tendsto frustratethe cubesin C*. But,
as we alreadynoted in subsection10.3, frustratedcubescanbe avoidedif the s~,
assumea suitableconfiguration.Wemaychoosean arbitrarysurfaceT on the dual
lattice whoseboundaryis C. Dual to the plaquettesof T is a set of plaquettesT *

of the original lattice.The desiredconfiguration(in a particular gauge)is

i~,= e2~”~/”~,Pa- T*,

PET*. (10.26)

(The local symmetrytransformationeq.(10.3) deformsthe surfaceT, but leavesits
boundaryintact.)

By summingovergaugefield fluctuationsabouttheconfigurationeq. (10.26),we

find the leadingbehavior

(B~(C)) exp(—M,~’°Perimeter(C)), (10.27)

where

—. 2N2(/3/N)6(1 — cos(2i~-n/N)) (10.28)

is therenormalizationof themassof the classicalmonopolesource.This renormal-

ization is associatedwith virtual electric flux tubeswhoseworld-sheetslink the
world line of the monopole,andarisesbecauseof theAharonov—Bohminteraction
betweenmonopoleandflux tube.

When the operatorB,,(P~~)is inserted,a line of frustratedcubesconnectingi
and j cannotbe avoided,andso we find the leadingbehavior

<B,,( P,~,)) exp(_M,~~h1)Distance(i, 1)) exp(_M,~11)Length(P)), (10.29)

where

2A(1 — cos(2~n/N)). (10.30)
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Evidently, for A >> 1 and /3 4Z 1, we have M,~~h1)>>M,~h1).Indeed, (B~(C))is
dominatedby small fluctuationsaboutthe configurationeq. (10.26) for precisely
this reason— the renormalizationof the classicalsourceis much lesscostly than
screeningthe sourcewith dynamicalmonopoles.

With the ii,, in the configurationeq. (10.26),the operatorG~(I) assumesthe
value exp(2~rink/N),where k is the linking numberof I and C. Furthermore,
except on the loop C, this configuration is locally equivalent to the trivial
configurationwith i~ = 1 everywhere.Thus,aswe expandin the small fluctuations
abouteq.(10.26),we find, to eachorderof the expansion,

lim(E,~f~)= (e2”~”/’~’)k(l,C) (10.31)

We see that, at least to each order of perturbationtheory, our expectationis
confirmed.In a confining theory that containsweaklycoupleddynamicalmagnetic
monopoles, there is an infinite-range Aharonov—Bohm interaction between
monopolesandelectric flux tubes.
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Appendix A

In this appendixwe considerin more detail some of the lattice perturbation

theorycalculationsmentionedin the body of the text. Specifically,we calculate,in
a pure gaugetheory, the behaviorof (F,,(I, x

0)) and (B,,(I, C, x0)) in leading
order in bothstrongandweak couplingperturbationtheory. We demonstratethat
(Fa(I, x0)) exhibits an arealaw decayin both limits, and that only in the weak
coupling limit does (B,,C1, C, x0)) create a dynamical string on C. We also
considerthe problem that ariseswhenone attemptsto use the untracedWilson
loop operatoreq.(5.15) to constructan Aharonov—Bohmorder parameter.

Al. PUREGAUGETHEORY: STRONGCOUPLING

We start with the calculationof (F,,CI, x0)) and<B,,CZ, C, x0)> in the strong-
coupling regime(/3 << 1) of the puregaugetheorydefinedby the plaquetteaction
eq. (5.11),namely

S~gep= /3x~’~(U~)+c.c.. (A.1)
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For definitenesswe will assumethat the representation(R) that definesthe theory
is irreducible,andthat it satisfiesthe constraintsthat R 0R doesnot containthe

trivial representation,while R 0 R * containsit exactlyonce.
The expectationvalue<F,,CI, x0)) is given by

<<Fa(I, xo)))
<F,,(I, xe)) = <<~~ , (A.2)

wherethe unnormalizedexpectationvalueof an operatorX is definedby

(<x)) llfdU<e1>(Xllexp(_Sp)). (A.3)
(Ii) P

To find the renormalizedstringtensionwe needto calculatethe leadingbehavior
of both <<FaCI, x0))) and ((1)). The perturbationexpansionin the strong-cou-
pling regime is of the form of a sum over closed surfaces,in which surfacesof
greaterareaare suppressedby powersof /3 comparedto smallerones.Formally,
the strong-couplingexpansionproceedsby performinga characterexpansionon

the exponentiatedWilson action,

exp(/3(~”~(Up)+~~*)(Up))) N(/3)(1 + ~ C~(/3)x~(U~)).(A.4)
(~)~1

The link integrationsthenselectout closedsurfaces5, eachformed by “tiling” S
with factorsof x°~kU~)for eachplaquetteP a- S. The leadingnon-trivial contribu-
tion will be from the smallestsurfaces,which furthermoreare tiled with characters
whoseassociatedfactorsof C~(/3)havethe lowest non-trivial dependenceon /3.
The factors C°’k/3)are found by multiplying eq.(A.4) by ~(~~*)(~p), summing U~

over the group, and using the characterorthogonality relations along with the
assumedpropertiesof the representation(R), giving

C~(f3)= 1 +f3 + O(/32), C~*)(/3)= 1 +/3 + O(/32), (A.5)

with all other irreduciblerepresentationsacquiringtheir first non-trivial /3-depen-
denceat 0(132). Thereforethe leadingcontributionwill comefrom surfacestiled
with charactersin the representations(R) and (R*).

In the evaluationof <Fa) we must,in addition, identify the leadingcontribution

that is sensitiveto the presenceof F,,, andhencedoesnot cancelbetween<<F,,))
and <(1)). All closed surfacesthat do not intersect .1 are unaffectedby the
presenceof F,,. Therefore we factorizeboth <<F,)) and <<1)) in eq. (A.2) into

contributionsfrom surfaces“on-I” and “off-I”, the off-I dependencecancelling
betweenthem. The dominanton-I contribution is shownin fig. A.1, where all six
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Fig. Al. The leadingcontributionto KF,,(Z, x0)>, in thestrong-couplinglimit of thepuregaugetheory,
arisesfromtiling a cube(shaded)that containstwo plaquettesof £*.

facesare tiled with factorsof either ~ or ~ This results in a contributionto
<<F,,)) from fig. A.1 of

2(13/nR)6I x~(a)2, (A.6)

where~R is the dimensionof the representation(R). The factor of (nR)
6 comes

from the six non-trivial link integrations,and the factor of 2 from the two equal
contributionsof either~ or ~ Since thenumberof possiblepositionsof this
elementarycubeon the surfaceI is given by the area ACI) of .1 (measuredin
terms of the size of the elementaryplaquette~2), to get the contribution of a
singleelementarycubelocatedanywhereon .1 we shouldfurther multiply (A.6) by
A(I).

The arealaw decayof <F,,) arisesfrom consideringan arbitrarynumberof such
elementarytiled cubeson the surfaceI, ratherthanjust a singlecontribution.In
the “dilute gas” approximationwhere we can ignore correlationsbetweenthe
variouselementarycubes,this leadsto anexponentiationof the aboveresultwith a
overallfactor of A(I). Finally, the “on-I” contributionsto (<1)) leadto a similar
exponentialdependenceon A(I), exceptthat the groupelementa is replacedby
the identity element.Puttingthesetogetheryields the result

<F,,(I, xe)) = exp(2(p/nR)6(I x~(a)12_n~)A(I)). (A.7)

In other words, the renormalizedclassicalstring tensiondefined in eq. (6.4) is
given by

�2K(ren) 2(~)(n~ - I x~(a)12) (A.8)

to lowest order in /3.
The calculation of <B,,CI, C, x

0)) proceedsin a very similar way; the only
questionconcernsthebehaviorat the boundarycurve C. Herethereexist contribu-
tions to <B,,(I, C, x0)) similar to those of fig. A.1 except only one plaquette
Pa-1* iscontainedin thecube.Thisleadsto anadditionaldecayof <B,,C1, C, x0))

dependingon the length P(C) of the perimeter[eq. (7.3)],

<B,,(I, C, x0)) exp(_K~h1)A(I))exp(—m~~)P(C)), (A.9)
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with

6
2 -~-- (ny,.— ~R Re x~(a)). (A.10)

Sincethe configurationsthat dominatethe expectationvaluesof F,, and B,, do
not extenddeepinto the volume enclosedby .1, we find that thereare no stable
dynamical strings (or vortices) in this regime, and therefore that there is no
long-distanceAharonov—Bohminteractionbetweenflux tubesandcharges.

A.2. WEAK COUPLING

This is the regime in which we expect to find A~(I,x0 C) displaying a
non-trivial Aharonov—Bohm interaction. To start we need to discover which
configurations dominate the behaviorof (F,,(I, x0)). When /3>> 1, frustrated
plaquettes(oneswith non-minimalgaugeaction) arehighly suppressed.However,
as described in subsect.6.2, an insertion of F,,C1, x0) tends to frustrate the
plaquettesin .1*, unlessthe link variablesassumea suitable configuration.The
configurationthat leavesno frustratedplaquettes,and thus acts as the “ground
state” in the presenceof F,, is illustrated in fig. 9. It consistsof a “forest” of links
inside .1 that have value U1 = a. Specifically we choose a three-dimensional
hypersurface11 madeup of cubesof the duallattice that hasboundaryI. Dual to
thesecubesis a set of links 11 * on the original lattice.The configurationwith no
excitedplaquettesis then given by eq.(6.7), namely U1 = a for 1 a- 11*, and L/~= e
otherwise.The area-lawdecayof <F,,C1,x0)) in the weak coupling regimearises
from fluctuationsof the link variablesaroundthis state,which aresensitiveto the
presenceof the non-trivial background.

The leading such contribution to the decayof <F,,C1, x0)) in the pure gauge
theory is shownin fig. A.2a. (For simplicity we discussthe situationfor vorticesin
threeeuclideandimensions.)It consistsof a configurationthat has nine excited
plaquettes,and is constructedby consideringtwo neighboringplaquettesin 1*.
Theseplaquettesareconnectedwith four links with U1 = b to makea cube,with b
summedover the group. In this configuration,thereareeight excitedplaquettes
with plaquetteaction proportionalto /3 Re ~(b) (the unshadedplaquettesin fig.
A.2b). But, in addition, thereis an excitedplaquette(if a and b do not commute)
with action proportionalto /3 Re ~(aba

1b1) (the shadedplaquettein fig. A.2b).

This extra excitation distinguishesthe contributionsof fig. A.2 to <<F,,C1, x
0)))

and (<1>). Changesof variable canmove the ninth excitedplaquettearound,but
cannotget rid of it.

Of course, the processillustrated in fig. A.2 is only one of a set of similar
processeswhere insteadof summingover the samevalue b for eachof the four
connectinglinks,we sumindependentlyover their valuesb,. Thesediffer from the
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4

b (a) b

(b)

Fig. A.2. The leadingcontributionto (F,,(l, x,)), in theweak-couplinglimit of the pure gaugetheory.
The cube showncontains two plaquettesthat are in .Z ~, and the link variablesassumethe indicated
values.(Unmarkedlinks have thevalue U, = 1.) Thereare altogethernine excited plaquettes— eight

(unshaded)plaquetteswith Up b andone(shaded)plaquettewith Up= aba’b
1.

contribution of fig. A.2 in two ways: therewill either be a greaternumberof
excitedplaquettesleadingto a subdominantcontribution,or, if someof the b, are
takento be the identity, changesof variable on the remaining, independent,b,
show that the a-links haveno physical effect. This is why, for instance,we do not
considerthe lesssuppressed,andapparentlynon-trivial, contributionarising from
the excitationof just two joining links.

We can understandthis in physical terms. The contribution to <F,,(I, x
0))

reflectshow the non-trivial boundarycondition introducedby thevortex(or string)
affects the quantumfluctuationsof the gaugefields. To see the effect, we must

considerprocessesin which virtual gaugefield excitations(with gaugequantum
numbersthat Aharonov—Bohmscatteroff the insertedstringof flux a) propagate
aroundthe string.The processillustrated in fig. A.2 is the leadingoneof this type.

The endresultof theseconsiderationsis a renormalizationof the classicalstring
tension(or vortex massin threedimensions)leading to an area-law(respectively,
perimeter-law)decayof <F,,(I, x0)) as in eq.(6.4). An estimateof the renormal-
ized vortex massin the weak-couplingregimearising from fig. A.2 is

— ~ (exp((—16/3){nR—Rex~(b)}}
b~1

x(1 — exp((—2/3)[nR — Re x~(bab1a_1)1})), (A.11)

wherewe require more information about the group G to explicitly evaluatethe
sum.
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Also, note that we havefound arealaw decayof <F,,(I, x0)) in both regimesof
the pure non-abeliangaugetheory describedby eq. (A.1) (when a is not in the
centerof G). Thisdiffers from the situationin apureabeliangaugetheorywherea
changeof variablesshows that <F,,(I, x0)) 1 [5]. This is to be expectedsincethe

purenon-abeliangaugetheorycontainsexcitationsthat, via the Aharonov—Bohm
effect, aresensitiveto the introductionof flux on .1.

To seethat thereexist stabledynamicalstringsin this regimeof thepuregauge
theory, we must consider (B,,(I, C, x0)), rather than (F,,C1, x0)). Since the
surface.1 now has a boundary,the three-dimensionalhypersurface12 must also
endon a two-dimensionalsurfaceS. This surfaceis dual to a set of plaquettes5”

on the original lattice that must be frustrated,since only one of their links is
containedwithin 11*. Clearly the dominantconfigurationis the onein which S is
the minimal areasurfacewith boundary C. Each such plaquetteis suppressed
relative to the correspondingvacuumconfiguration that dominates<<1)) by an
amount

exp(2/3(Rex~(a) —nR)). (A.12)

In otherwords <B,,C1, C, x0)) behavesas in eq.(7.2)

<B,,(I, C, xe))= exp(—K~~A(I))exp(—K~”~A(C)), (A.13)

where A(C) is the areaof the minimal surface5, andK(,,tb’~~ is the dynamicalstring
tensionof the stablestringwith flux in the a conjugacyclass,

2f3(nR— Re x~(a)). (A.14)

In some situationsit is possiblethat B,,C1, C, x0)createsnotjust onedynamical
string, of flux a, on C, but insteadcreatesa numberof stringsof varying fluxes
a1,..., ak, where a1a2. . . ak = a. The correspondinglink configurationwould be a

“forest state” of links of value U1 = a that terminatesgraduallyin a numberof
steps rather than dropping to the identity acrossa singleplaquette.This is the
more favorable configuration if the total arealaw suppressionof the multiple
stringsis lessthanthat for the single string. This translatesinto the condition(in
the puregaugecase,andignoringperimetercorrectionsthat vanishin the infinite
size limit)

k

(k — 1)nR+ Rex~(a) — ~ Re x°~(a1)<0. (A.15)
i= 1

As an exampleof this, considerthe expectationvalue, in a pure Z6 gaugetheory,

of the operatorB3(I, C, x0) that attemptsto createa dynamicalstring with flux
a = on C (where to = exp(2~ri/6)).The dominantprocessin this caseis not the
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creationof an to
3 string, but insteadthat of threeto-strings,since,substitutinginto

eq.(A.15),we find 2 + (— 1) — 3(1/2)<0.
We now turn to the order parameterA~(I, x

0 C), which is defined(eq. (5.3))
in termsof F,,(I) andthe Wilson loop operatorW~(C).F,,(I) hasbeendescribed
above,sowewill now discussthe Wilson loop operator,anddemonstrateeq.(5.4).

First, let usconsiderthe untracedWilson operatorU~(C,x0) [eq. (5.15)]. It is

easyto calculate the leadingbehaviorof the expectationvalue of U~”kC,x0) at
weakcoupling:as abovewe factorizethe contributionsfrom links on-C and off-C,
andcancelthe off-C contributions,

<<U~(C x0))) ... ~D~(U1. .. UL)flexp(4D/3 Rex~(Ui))

<<1)) = L L , (A.16)
~ flexp(4Dj3 Re

U, UL j=1

wherewework in D + 1 euclideandimensions,andU~for i = 1, .. ., L are thelinks
in C. (In eq.(A.16), we sumoverall valuesof the link variablescontainedin C, but
keep all other link variables fixed at U1 = 1.) Becausewe have not traced the
Wilson loop the multiple summationsfactorize.We thenuse

1 ~ ~(~*)(g)~(~)(g) = 5~L.PJ(P) (A.17)

~GgnG n~

where I~ is the identity matrix. Along with eq.(A.4) this implies that

C(v*)(2D/3) L
(U~”~(C,x0) )= (A.18)

n~

If we repeat the calculation in the background createdby a string insertion

operatorF,,(I, x0) thenthe only differenceis that for eachtime C links .1 thereis
a link in C that is multiplied by a. NeitherF,,(I, x0) nor U~(C,x0) is gauge-in-
variant,buta gaugetransformationconjugatesboth a and ~ by thevalue of the
transformationat x0, so theseconjugationscancel,andthe gauge-invariantresult
is that I~ is replacedby D~(a~’~),wherekCl, C) is the linking numberof the
two curves.This proveseq.(5.16), andby taking a traceit proveseq.(5.4).

However there is a major caveat that limits the usefulnessof the untraced
Wilson loop: therearecorrectionsto eq.(5.16) that do not go to zeroas C and .1
becomelarge andwell separated.Recall that F,,(I, x0) correspondsto a thought
experimentin which a specific group elementa (not just a conjugacyclass)was
associatedwith a string, using an arbitrarybasis at a point x0. As describedin
subsect.5.2 this meansthat in defining F,,(I, x0) we give eachplaquettein .1 * a
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long “tail” of links that stretchesback to x0. The problem manifestsitself (in a
particulargauge)whenwe takeinto accountconfigurationsin which some(but not
all) of the links coming outof x0 areexcited.In theseconfigurationsthe inserted
flux may be conjugated,but not the measuredgroupelement(or vice versa).

Concretely,the leadingcontribution,in weak couplingperturbationtheory, that
causesproblemsfor the untracedWilson loop is simply the excitationof a single
link u1 = b on the path that connectsx0 to I. In the three-dimensionalcasethis
leadsto the excitation of four plaquettes,and is thus suppressedrelative to the
ground stateconfigurationby a factor of exp(8f3(Rex~(b)— nR)). However, the
action of theseconfigurations, though large at weak coupling, is completely
independentof the sizeandseparationof .1 andC, andso remainsfinite as .1 and
C becomelargeandfar apart.Their effecton the untracedorder parameteris to
conjugatetheinsertedflux (andthusthe flux measuredby U~~(C,x0)). Therefore,
there are correctionsto eq. (5.16) that occur at finite order in weak-coupling
perturbationtheory that renderthe measuredflux uncertainup to conjugation.

The physical interpretationof theseconfigurationsis that the pathconnecting
x0 to I is linked by a virtual vortex—antivortexpair of flux b. In four dimensions
thereexist analogousprocesseswhere a virtual cosmicstring links the connecting
path. Theseeffectsdo notcorrect the leadingbehaviorof the ABOP given by eq.
(5.4), becausethe tracedWilson loop is gauge-invariant,and so is not sensitiveto

conjugationof the insertedflux.
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